Although signal detection theory (SDT; Green & Swets, 1966) , which is now widely applied, includes the hypothesis of a decision criterion and puts forward normative prescriptions for its value, the problem of how a subject maintains his criterion at the appropriate value and adjusts that value to take account of relevant intercurrent events has largely been ignored. It is regrettable that criterion setting should generally be treated as a given but unexamined fact, because its proper understanding may clarify important psychological aspects of decision in all areas and may help to explain some still unresolved problems such as the causation of sequential effects. The object of the present article is to present a theory of criterion setting developed by the first author. As this theory arose from a consideration of some features of sequential dependencies, we begin with a brief discussion of the latter.
It is a familiar but still unexplained observation that the outcomes of successive psychophysical decisions are related (Verplanck, Collier, and Cotton, 1952) . Early studies were concerned with determining whether response assimilation might be due, on the one hand, to factors extrinsic to the decision process, such as adaptation and other peripheral sensory consequences of stimulation (Collier, 1954b) or to spontaneous variations in the response of sense organs, or, on the other hand, to direct effects of the events on an earlier trial on the determinants of the decision on a later one. Collier (1954a) found that the association between responses decreased with the length of the intertrial interval, and an important experiment by Howarth and Bulmer (1956) provided evidence against the theory of endogenous fluctuations in sensitivity. They used a method introduced by Verplanck et al. (1952) in which only a single (faint, visual) signal intensity, chosen to give about 50% detection, was used, and this same intensity was presented on every trial. This method demonstrated assimilation. Howarth and Bulmer found that the probability of a YES response on trial i was increased if the response on trial / -1 was YES. (We represent responses by italic upper case letters and stimuli by italic lower case.) At random intervals they omitted the signal for a sequence of three blank trials, so as to force three NO responses. After three such forced NOES, the same degree of assimilation was shown on the next trial as after three naturally occurring negative responses, which would not be expected if the latter were normally explained by a spontaneous trough in sensitivity.
Although assimilation and contrast are well established terms, they can be confusing. The difficulty is that an implicit model appears to underlie them, although it is not usually clearly stated. Assimilation may be understood to imply that in some way the current stimulus input is made more similar to a preceding stimulus input than it would be if the former had not occurred; contrast implies the reverse. Thus these terms trail theoretical connotations rather than simply describing the phenomena. If we use these terms they will be descriptive only, to avoid confusing implications, but for the most part we avoid them and instead describe an increase in the probability of response Rj following a preceding R t (assimilation) as a positive sequential dependency and a decrease in P(Rj) following a previous ,R, (contrast) as a negative dependency.
SDT (Green & Swets, 1966) made new concepts available that may be used to explain sequential phenomena. Thus, performance in a simple detection task may be considered to be limited by a noise distribution on a decision axis z. We assume the noise distribution to be normal with a mean M n of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 and the choice between the responses YES and NO to be determined by a criterion z c . This is illustrated in Figure 1 -1 (for the moment, ignore z d and z' c ). A number of alternative principles for denning an optimal or practical criterion have been proposed (Birdsall, 1955; Dusoir, 1975; Thomas & Legge, 1970) . Theoretical treatments have usually preferred to assume that subjects define their criterion as the maximum expected value criterion /3, although there are cases where it may not be possible to apply this criterion and the Neyman-Pearson criterion may be more appropriate (Treisman, 1964; Treisman & Watts, 1966) . The latter places the criterion z c at that position at which it cuts off a proportion of the noise distribution on its right equal to t, the acceptable limiting false alarm rate. We usually express the criterion as a deviation from the mean of the noise or the signal distribution measured on a standardized decision axis, rather than as a likelihood ratio.
In the single intensity procedure (Verplanck et al., 1952) a signal of the same value is presented on every trial. The model for this case is illustrated in Figure 1 -2, which shows a signal distribution f s (z) whose mean M s coincides with the criterion z c so as to ensure 50% of detections.
These models allow the probability of detection, P(Y) , to be modified in a number of ways. In a detection task, P( Y) could change because some factor acts directly on the criterion to modify its value or because of a shift in the mean of the noise distribution or of the signal distribution. Thus if M n shifts to the left and z c is a Neyman-Pearson criterion, it should follow M n to the left, and this consequential shift would cause an increase in P(Y) for an unaltered signal distribution. An increase or decrease in the variance of the noise distribution would also cause a consequential shift in a Neyman-Pearson criterion. Endogenous fluctuations in sensitivity might work through such effects on the noise and signal distributions. However, despite some evidence for variations in sensitivity that are not modality specific (Long, 1980) , we assume in the present discussion that sequential dependencies are brought about by changes in the decision process mediated by direct effects on the position of the criterion.
A number of paradigms have been used to study sequential dependencies, and a variety of explanations have been offered for them. The major paradigms discussed in this article are presented in Figure 1 . Detection studies have usually shown positive dependencies (e.g., Collier & Verplanck, 1958; Howarth & Bulmer, 1956; Levitt, 1967 ). An opposite result was reported by Sandusky and Ahumada (1971) , who presented a 500-Hz tone gated on simultaneously with a 0.1-s burst of noise. They found that P(Y), the probability of YES, increased following noise on the previous trial.
(Whether this was due to the noise, or to the response NO, is confounded.) Also, both P(Y\s) and P(Y\n) increased when the probability of the signal, P(s), decreased. These are negative effects, and Sandusky and Ahumada noted that they contrast with the positive effects usually obtained. They suggested that the latter require the stable frame of reference provided by a continuous background noise.
In the identification procedure two stimuli that differ by a small amount on a sensory dimension are presented in random order (e.g., two tones, Si and s 2 , with s t louder than s 2 ). One of the stimuli is presented on each trial, and the subject must make an identification response, such as LOUD or SOFT. A Thurstonian model for this task is shown in Figure  1 -3. There are two distributions of sensory effects on a decision axis, and this axis is partitioned by a criterion, z c , into regions giving the responses S\ and S 2 .
This model is formally similar to the SDT detection model, but neither explains sequential dependencies. Parducci and Sandusky (1965) applied the identification procedure to a point of light that could appear in either of two positions. The subject was required to say whether the light was LEFT or RIGHT. They found that responses without feedback were more accurate for stimulus alternations than for stimulus repetitions (that is, there was a negative effect). Furthermore, the overall probability of a LEFT response approximated .5 whether left was actually presented on .2, .5, or .8 of trials. Tanner, Haller, and Atkinson (1967) used an identification task in which one of two tones differing slightly in amplitude (2.5 db on average) was presented on each trial. With no feedback, the probability of LOUD increased from .52 to .60 as the probability of the louder signal increased from .1 to .9. This increase is so small because both P(LOUD\loud) and P(LOVD\soft) fell as P(loud) increased: Although there were more loud stimuli, LOUD responses did not increase in proportion. Results in which signal probability has so small an effect present a problem for a straightforward application of SDT. For the four conditions of preceding stimulus and response on trial / -1, the probability of LOUD on trial / decreased in the order: P(LOUD t \ T^I). That is, we see both a positive effect of the last response and a negative effect of the last stimulus. Sandusky (1971) reported that a similar ordering applies to the data of Parducci and Sandusky (1965) . Tanner, Rauk, and Atkinson (1970) and Long (1980) have reported similar results. Long (1980) also showed that the effect did not transfer from one modality to the other if visual and auditory judgments were alternated. Haller (1969) studied identification with three intensities, ranging from (an average of) 68.5 db to 70 db, and he too found that subjects tended to repeat the previous response.
A number of explanations for sequential effects have been put forward. Kac ( 1 962) proposed an error-correcting model in which the subject's criterion changes only after an error. Thus, if the subject reports the signal when noise was in fact presented, his criterion rises. Dorfman and Biderman (1971) presented a generalization of this proposal, and Dorfman (1973) applied the term additive learning model to accounts of this class. However, to fit their data, Dorfman, Saslow, and Simpson (1975) found it necessary to add to their model the assumption that there are also random drifts in criterion between trials, and Kubovy and Healy (1977) , using a numerical decision task as an analog of signal detection, obtained evidence against additive learning models. Thomas (1973) reviewed the literature up to that date and presented a version of the additive learning model in which the criterion is shifted by a quantity A following feedback, in a direction that tends to reduce errors, and this shift occurs with a probability determined by the values in a payoff matrix. All these models require that the subject receives feedback. Thomas (1975) examined ways of extending the model to situations without feedback. One useful suggestion was that the criterion shifts towards z, (the sensory input on trial /), and the extent of the shift is related to the magnitude of |z, -z c \. Dusoir (1980) has reviewed and tested a number of additive learning models. Parducci and Sandusky (1965) proposed a memory state model for the identification task (see also Sandusky, 1971 ) that required two criteria. If the input fell in an extreme position (to the left of the left criterion, or the right of the right criterion), the appropriate response would be made. If it fell between the criteria, it was compared with the preceding input: If the latter had been extreme the alternate response would be made, but if both the previous and the current inputs were in the central band, the previous response was repeated with probability v.
A memory recognition model has been applied to identification by Haller (1969) , Tanner, Haller, and Atkinson (1967) , and Tanner et al. (1970) . In this case the current input is compared with the trace of the preceding input on every trial. The trace undergoes distortion in the intertrial interval. If the difference between the input and the trace is sufficiently extreme in either direction, the corresponding response is made, otherwise the previous response is repeated. Long (1980) was able to apply both memory state and memory recognition models to his data.
In the absolute judgment (category-scaling) task illustrated in Figure 1 -4, there are more than two stimuli and more than two categories of response. When the number of response categories is equal to the number of stimuli, the procedure may be referred to as absolute identification. Formally, these are extensions of the two-category identification task, and we might expect similar findings. However, a number of analyses of this task have been made that examined dependencies over a number of preceding trials, and these have revealed some interesting features. In particular, the direction of the sequential effect may vary with the lag. Holland and Lockhead (1968) required absolute judgments of the loudness of 10 stimuli that varied in intensity over a range of 25 db, gave feedback, and found that the response on trial / showed assimilation toward the stimulus on trial / -1, but contrasted with the stimuli on trials / -2 to i -5, or further back. They proposed that the stimulus and feedback on trial i -1 were remembered and were used as a standard in judging the presented stimulus. Ward and Lockhead (1970) confirmed this pattern of dependencies in a similar task and also showed that if feedback were omitted, assimilation was now enhanced, extending back to trial i -2, and contrast with stimuli on earlier trials was very much reduced.
In these studies previous stimuli are, of course, correlated with previous responses. Ward and Lockhead (1971) analyzed dependencies separately for previous stimuli and previous responses. In the response analysis, with feedback, assimilation to the response on trial i -1 is similar to or a little greater than that shown for the stimulus analysis, but contrast of the current response with earlier responses appears reduced. When no feedback was given, the response analysis showed assimilation extending back four or five trials and no evidence of contrast. Ward (1973) examined sequential effects in magnitude estimations of the loudness of tones. In his procedure the response was required to represent the subjective ratio of the current stimulus to the one presented on trial / -1. He reported assimilation to stimuli as much as five trials back, the effect tailing away with no appearance of contrast.
Jesleadt, Luce, and Green (1977) also examined absolute judgments and magnitude estimations of loudness. They applied a multiple regression analysis and concluded that sequential effects extend one trial back only. This conclusion has been challenged by Staddon, King, and Lockhead (1980) , who argue that a linear model extending over only one trial cannot account for the sequence of contrast and assimilation effects and that mechanisms acting over several trials must be assumed. Purks, Callahan, Braida, and Durlach (1980) applied a Thurstonian model like that illustrated in Figure 1 -4 to absolute judgments of loudness with feedback. They estimated quantities &)• that give the deviations of the criteria from the positions intermediate between the means of the successive stimulus distributions. Expressed as functions of the preceding stimulus, these indicate a positive sequential dependency: They are shifted to the right when the previous stimulus is less than the current one and to the left when it is greater. Because sensitivity was not improved when the preceding and the current stimuli were similar in intensity, Purks et al. reject the hypothesis that the previous stimulus is used as a standard in judging the current one.
To summarize, detection studies have usually, but not always, produced positive dependencies. Identification studies have shown negative effects when accuracy is considered (higher accuracy for stimulus alternations), but positive dependence on previous responses. Absolute judgments produce both positive and negative dependencies as a function of lag. We are faced with a somewhat bewildering variety of results.
Three Models
Despite a considerable amount of puzzling data and the exploration of several hypotheses, no single explanation has been established for even a major part of the data. One problem is the complexity and variety of the situations with which we are concerned. This suggests that it might be useful to investigate a very simple situation, involving as few independent variables as possible, and to test general, broadly defined models against the data resulting. We look at data obtained with the single intensity procedure of Verplanck et al. (1952) as this has the advantage of excluding both feedback and variation in stimulus intensity.
What models should we test? In choosing models, one may start with requirements for parsimony and generality: It seems desirable to frame simple theories, capable in principle of being extended to the whole range of observations, at least until a contrary necessity is demonstrated. We saw that three hypotheses about response dependencies emerged from the literature reviewed above: the memory state, memory recognition, and additive learning models.
The memory state model is excluded by our requirement that a general model should be capable of applying to a wide range of phenomena. This model, which postulates two criteria and a set of rules for their use, could not easily be adapted to tasks having more than two response categories.
Models, like the memory recognition model, that require the input on trial / to be compared with the trace of the input from trial / -1 are also excluded on the grounds that they would be seriously inefficient. A comparison between a current sensory input and a fixed criterion is subject to the variance attaching to the current input, but a comparison between two successive inputs would be subject to the variance affecting both, doubling the total variance if they are uncorrelated. Only if the sensory system has no alternative should we expect it to perform in this way (Treisman & Leshowitz, 1969) . Furthermore, this assumption cannot reasonably be applied to detection: It would predict that a series of presentations of the same stimulus intensity would give rise to a 50% detection rate, whatever the magnitude of the stimulus. It might be argued in reply to this that a fixed criterion may be used in detection when a background or a standard stimulus is available, but comparison with the previous trace when no standard is presented. But this would predict that the standard deviation of the psychometric function should increase by 2 1/2 in the latter case. However, when both the methods of constant stimuli and single stimuli (in which no standard is presented) have been applied to the discrimination of lifted weights (Fernberger, 1931; Wever & Zener, 1928) , taste discrimination (Pfaffmann, 1935) , and temporal discrimination (Treisman, 1963) , very similar standard deviations have been given by each procedure.
Three models that seemed to possess potential generality were selected for testing. The first two are simple generalizations of the additive learning model of Kac (1962) , Dorfman and Biderman (1971) , and Thomas (1973) .
The Linear Additive Learning (LAL) Model
This model is described as it would apply to a detection or two-choice identification task without feedback. The basic idea is that the response on each trial causes an increment or a decrement to the criterion. We add here the further assumption that there is a reference level for any criterion and that when the current criterion is momentarily increased above or reduced below this reference level, it decays back towards it. To represent this more formally we use the following notation: z 0 is the reference level of the detection criterion, z c (i) is the value of the criterion at the beginning of trial i and determines the response made on that trial, and z'j(i) is the final value taken by the criterion after it has been incremented or decremented as a function of the response made on that trial. The response on trial i is represented by /?,-. If the response is YES, Rj -1; if it is NO, RI = 0. It is convenient also to define /, = 2(R t -0.5); then YES gives J, = 1, NO gives .7, = -1. The model has a direction parameter, d, which may take the values 1 or -l.J= 1 will cause the model to produce a negative sequential dependency (contrast); d = -1 will determine a positive dependency (assimilation). The main assumptions of the model are as follows.
At the commencement of trial i the criterion has the value z c (i). The response causes a shift of magnitude A. The direction of the shift depends on the nature of the response made and the sign of the parameter d:
Thus if d is -1 a positive response will lower the criterion. This will favor repetition of the same response; that is, it will give a positive dependency. During the intertrial interval the criterion decays toward z 0 , but not beyond, at a constant rate 6. Then
That is, if the criterion is less than z 0 it will increase by 5, but not beyond z 0 ; if it is initially greater, the reverse will happen. It follows that no sequential dependencies will be seen if A «S 5. The model is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 2 , for the single intensity procedure with d = -1 . The responses on successive trials are shown on the ordinate, proceeding downwards. The continuous trace in the left panel shows how the criterion varies over trials and illustrates the effect each successive response has on it. On the initial trial z c (l) is at z 0 , which is taken to be at the mean of the signal distribution. This mean is given the value 0. A positive response is made and this causes z c (l) to be reduced by A = 0.5 (any latency in producing this effect is not shown). The criterion then drifts back toward z 0 at a rate of 5 = 0.2 per intertrial interval, reaching z c (2) = -0.3 at the commencement of the second trial. The second response is again positive, the criterion again shifts to the left, then decays back to the reference level at a constant rate, and so on.
The Exponential Additive Learning (EAL) Model
Memory theorists have usually preferred to assume that memory traces decay exponentially (Wickelgren, 1967) . Thus it is of interest to develop and examine a model with this feature. The EAL model was designed to be similar to the LAL model except for the mode of decay; it has the same number of parameters. The assumptions of this model are as follows.
The criterion value at the commencement of trial / is z c (i) . The response causes a shift A to give
where z 0 is the reference level of the criterion. During any interval the deviation from z 0 decays toward z 0 exponentially. Thus if on trial / the deviation is K t = z' c (i) -z t) and no further increments or decrements are added to the criterion, then k trials later this deviation will be reduced to K i+k = Kie" 1 *, with the term r a constant. Thus, after one intertrial interval, K will be reduced in the proportion e~r. For this model we define 5=1-e~r. so that <5 Figure 2 . The Linear Additive Learning and Independent Trace models illustrated for the detection or identification procedures. (Changes in the criterion are followed for six trials. For this illustration the parameters have the values z a = 0, A = 0.5, and & = 0.2. The responses are indicated on the ordinate by 1 for YES and 0 for NO, and the criterion z c commences at 0. For the Linear Additive Learning model each response produces a direct shift in z c (these are shown as though the events of the trial were instantaneous), which then decays towards z a at the rate S. In the Independent Trace model each response produces a separate indicator trace T r (i) that decays toward 0 at the rate S, and the value of z c at any instant is given by the linear sum of the currently nonzero traces.) represents the proportion of the initial deviation that is lost after one trial.
This model would give a trace similar to that shown for the LAL model in the left panel of Figure 2 , save that each deviation decays toward z 0 exponentially.
The Independent Trace (IT) Model
The third model shares with the LAL model the assumption that each response causes a shift in criterion and that shifts decay at a constant rate. But it differs in rejecting the assumption that the shift indicated by the response on each trial is immediately embodied in the current criterion. Instead it proposes that each shift is separately recorded and retained. That is, an instruction specifying the shift required by each response is laid down in the form of an independent memory or indicator trace. The linear sum of the independently retained traces from previous trials (those that have not yet decayed to zero) determines the value of the criterion at any time. Thus the shift indicated by each response is separately and independently retained and is independently effective, so long as it has not decayed away. These indicator traces are specially constructed quantitative records, which should not be confused with our normal memories of the actual responses. (It is conceivable that a subject may remember, in the sense that he can report, past responses that no longer have an effect on the current criterion, and vice versa.)
The response on trial / will create an indicator trace
Thus if the response is positive and d is -1, this would indicate a requirement for a reduction in criterion on subsequent trials.
The magnitude of an indicator trace decreases at a constant rate, <5, per intertrial interval, until it reaches 0. k trials after its creation the residual magnitude of the trace will be
where / refers to the trial of creation, and k refers to the number of trials since elapsed. 7X0 is equivalent to T r (i, 0) . Thus, the trace will be nonzero for D terms, where jint(A/5), tint(A/<>) int(A/6) < A/5 int(A/6) = A/5 and int(x) is the integral part of x. D is the number of terms over which the mechanism produces a sequential dependency and is referred to as the depth of the dependency.
The criterion on trial / is given by the reference level, z 0 , plus the sum of currently nonzero indicator traces deriving from earlier responses:
The model is illustrated in the right panel of Figure 2 . For each of the first six trials the indicator trace formed on that trial is shown on the right, and on the left the resultant criterion given by their linear combination at any moment is traced out.
A Comparison of the Models
The models are as similar as possible in terms of the number of parameters and the assumptions made. In two we also have an assumption of linear decay toward the reference level. The models differ in the way the effects of past events are represented. The additive learning models use a single parameter, the value of the criterion at any time, to represent the net effect of past events. This may appear efficient in terms both of information processing and memory load: After each response there is a single immediate addition to the criterion, and no further information about the events on that trial need be retained. Both the additive learning models are nonlinear. This is evident for the exponential model but is also true for the linear model, because the processing of the effect on the criterion produced on a given trial is not independent of the outcomes on other trials. For example, suppose that on trial / the criterion is at its reference level, z 0 . If d = -1 and a negative response is made, then the criterion will be shifted upward by A. One trial later, the re-sidual effect of the response on trial / will be represented by a shift of A -5. Suppose, however, that the criterion on trial / is initially at the value (z 0 4-A). Following the negative response, the criterion will shift up to (z 0 + 2A). One trial later the value of the criterion will have decreased to (z 0 + 2A -<5). This looks as though each component A has fallen by S/ 2 (or we may divide the fall in any other way between the two components that were summated to give the total shift: The situation is indeterminate). Thus the residual effect of the response 7?, varies with its context (the position of the criterion when that response is made). Because the identity of each contribution to the criterion is lost, it also follows that we cannot define the depth, D, of a sequential effect for either additive learning model.
In contrast, the IT model is linear in that each trace decays separately in the same way, whatever the values and number of other traces retained. (The decay is only "piecewise linear", however, because it ceases when the magnitude of the trace reaches zero.) This imposes a burden on memory because the history of each trace must be separately followed. This raises the question: Can the model be formulated in a more simple way? Is it possible to substitute for the maintenance of a set of independent traces a suitably denned additive learning model with a single continuously updated summary trace that decays in accordance with an appropriate function such that these two models are formally equivalent? We can exclude this possibility by showing that no decay function can be defined that is both independent of the past history of the summary trace and can simulate the IT model exactly. If on trial / the summary trace representing the value of the criterion corresponds to a shift from the reference criterion of magnitude K, then any additive learning decay function must specify that this will decay to a new value K' on trial (/ + 1), whatever the sequence of preceding responses that built up the initial shift K. By hypothesis, that historical information is not available to an additive learning model. But if the IT model applies, we cannot specify a new value K' on trial (i + 1) simply from our knowledge of the value of K on trial /. There is a resemblance between the IT model and the EAL model in that large deviations of the current criterion from z g are likely to decay toward z 0 more rapidly in both cases. For the IT model, this arises because a large deviation is more likely to represent the sum of a number of indicator traces pointing in the same direction, and the decay of their effect will represent the sum of their independent decay rates. We see this in Figure 2 , for the IT model, in the difference in the rate at which the first and second deviations from z 0 decay back toward the reference value. This resemblance between the IT and EAL models leads us to expect that they will give more similar matches to data than do the LAL and IT models.
However, the IT and EAL models are not simply discrete and continuous approximations to the same thing. Observe that for the IT model, for both the third and the fifth deviations from z 0 shown in Figure 2 , net decay is away from z 0 , something that cannot occur with the EAL model.
The LAL and IT models differ in a way that may be considered an advantage for the latter model. The LAL model in its present generalized form-in which we do not include feedback-based error-correction-is subject to a latent instability. Suppose that the model is set to give a positive dependency (d = -1) and the subject responds NO. Then the criterion moves to the right, increasing the probability of further NO responses. There is no limit to the extent to which the criterion may shift from its reference value, given a series of repetitions of the same response, so that we may end with a grossly misplaced criterion likely to stay permanently out of range. This does not seem to happen in practice, which implies that this model would require additional mechanisms to prevent the criterion straying outside an acceptable range. The IT model, however, contains intrinsic bounds on variation in the criterion. Because Dd < A < (D + 1)5, it can readily be shown from Equation 6 that the maximum shift in one direction that can be induced by a series of repetitions of the same response, however long the sequence, cannot be greater than D(D + 1)5/2. Once the parameters A and 5 are set, the possible range of variation of the criterion is prescribed.
An advantage of the IT model over both additive models is that it allows different sets of traces, governed by different parameters, to be active at the same time, which may allow the modeling of complex effects. This point is developed later.
A Test of the Models: Howarth and Buhner's ( 1956) Data Howarth and Bulmer (1956) reported results that can be used to compare the models. They used the single intensity procedure: Every 4 sec the same stimulus, a half-sec light flash, was presented at an intensity intended to give approximately 50% detection. Their subjects did not know that the signal was invariant and made detection responses, YES or NO. The authors report response probabilities following different preceding response sequences.
The probability of response jR, on trial /, following a given preceding sequence of three responses, is written P(R i \R i^3 R i^2 R i^) . Thus P(l|001) is the probability of YES given that the immediately preceding response was YES and that the two responses before that were both NO. We can interpret these data as referring to changes in the position of a criterion (cf. Figure 1-2) . The standardized normal deviate corresponding to the conditional probability of the NO response gives the position of the criterion on a standardized decision axis with its origin at zero (corresponding to M s ) and a standard deviation of unity:
/a,, (7) where z [P] is the value of c such that
E is the unstandardized decision axis, and E c is the criterion on that axis (Treisman, 1976) .
The individual results for Howarth and Bulmer's (1956) 10 subjects were read from their graphs, averaged, and expressed as standardized deviates. These values are plotted in Figure 3 .
The preceding sequence obviously produces a large positive dependency. The results for homogeneous preceding sequences, shown on the left, suggest that the further back we define a response, the less effect it has. Thus the difference in z c between 0 and 00 is greater than that between 00 and 000. But it is not clear from this graph whether or not we can disregard effects extending more than three trials back.
The points on the left are correlated because the shorter sequences include the longer, but those in the right-hand panel, for all possible preceding three-term sequences, are independent. They suggest a tendency to linearity of criterion placement, except for a kink at the center. The relation of these criterion positions to the signal distribution is illustrated in an inset.
Although decay occurs at a constant rate in the linear models, it is limited by a threshold, so in this respect these models are nonlinear. To fit each model, a parameter-estimation program employing the simplex procedure was used to estimate the parameters, z 0 , A, and 8. In each case the program commenced with z c equal to z 0 and determined successive values of z c for a sequence of seven trials. It recorded z c on the seventh trial, contingent on each possible sequence of responses for the three preceding trials, and attempted to minimize the squared deviations from the data. This analysis is adequate for the IT model provided D ^ 6. For the additive learning models very similar results were given whether four trials or seven trials were considered.
As a measure of goodness of fit, the mean squared deviation between observed and predicted values was found:
and its square root was defined as the standard error of prediction, SE P . The best fits are shown in the right panel of Figure 3 as a con- 
Apparatus
An 830-Hz signal from an Advance Instruments J2E Oscillator was mixed with while noise produced at approximately 70-db SPL by a Dawe 419C white noise generator and presented to the subject through Eagle International SE5 headphones. Both signal and noise were presented binaurally. The white noise was continuously present.
In front of the subject was a box on which two lights, one amber and one green, and two response keys, labeled tone and no tone, were mounted. Behavioural Research and Development (BRD) logic modules were used to con- Figure 3 . Data from Howarth and Bulmcr (1956) . Detection probabilities contingent on different sequences of prior responses were converted to the corresponding standardized normal deviates (z c ), and these are plotted as a function of the preceding sequences, arranged to give a monotonic order. (The left panel shows homogeneous preceding sequences of lengths up to three, the right shows all possible three-trial sequences. An inset of the signal distribution, f s (z), shows the positions of the three-trial criteria on the decision axis z. Theoretical curves have been fitted as described in the text.) Hovoarth and Butmer (1956) Model D trol the experimental sequence on each trial and to record responses. A trial began with the amber light coming on. After 0.5 s the green light came on as well, and both lights remained on together for 0.45 s, after which both amber and green lights were extinguished. The signal was gated on 100 ms after the onset of the green light. It lasted 250 ms. There was a 2.98 s intertrial interval, during which the subject made his response, then the next trial commenced.
Procedure
There were two conditions: signal only and noise only. Signal only. In this condition every trial had a signal (of the same constant intensity for a given subject) presented in white noise. There were no trials with noise alone. Seven subjects were tested in this condition. Each subject attended individually for one practice and two experimental sessions, on separate days. On the practice day, the intensity of the signal that gave 50% detections for that subject was found, and this intensity was used in the two experimental sessions. In each experimental session the subject received four blocks each of 158 trials, separated by 5 min intervals. The same intensity of the signal was presented on every trial, although the subject did not know this.
The first 8 trials of each block were discarded; 1200 experimental trials were analyzed for each subject.
Noise only. In this condition no pure tone signal was given on the trials later analyzed, although the subject did not know this. On these trials only the white noise was presented. Four subjects were run in this condition. The practice session was conducted as above. On each of the two experimental sessions, each subject received five blocks of 158 trials. The first block, as well as the first eight trials of each of the remaining four blocks, was discarded. In the first block the signal intensity found in the practice session to give P(Y) = .5 was presented on every trial. In the remaining blocks, the first trial always contained the signal at the intensity giving P(Y) = .5. This intensity was reduced on each of the next four trials, and the signal was absent on all the remaining trials in the block. Thus 1,200 noise-only trials were analyzed for each subject.
Subjects
The subjects were 11 students between the ages of 19 and 33. They were told that they should expect to make a detection on about one half of the trials.
Results
Subjects had no difficulty in performing the tasks. (The results are shown in Figures 4 and 5 as criterion values conditional on preceding response sequences. Thus z c = .5 corresponds to P(Y) = .31, etc.) In the signal-only condition the subjects did not discover that the signal was always present at constant intensity; they maintained their criteria at values that determined responses usually not too far from a 50% hit rate overall (see Figure 4 ). In the noiseonly condition the subjects did not realize that the signal had been removed in the experimental blocks and adjusted their criteria to give false positive rates that were not too far from 50% overall for Nl, N2, and N3, but somewhat lower for N4 (see Figure 5 ).
For each subject the conditional criterion values z c (R,_3/?/-2-K/-i) were found, and the parameter-fitting program was used to fit each of the models to these data. To do so it minimized the squared deviations between observed and predicted values of z c , each weighted by the number of occurrences of that type of preceding sequence, JV(J?,-_ 3 /? ( -_2/J/-i). However, the unweighted MSD is reported as the measure of fit. Each model was fitted once with d = 1 and once with d = -1, and the value giving the lowest unweighted MSD is reported. The results are summarized in Table  2 . Here Seq refers to the direction of the sequential dependency: A positive dependency (assimilation) corresponds to d --1. If the best fit was given with parameters generating no sequential dependency, Seq = 0. For each model Subjects S7 and N2-and for the LAL model Nl-show no sequential dependency.
The models may be compared in four ways. 1. Goodness of fit for individual subjects. We first compare the IT and LAL models. For each model, the best fits for Subjects S7 and N2 show no sequential dependency and are identical. This leaves 9 subjects who may be compared. For 7 of the 9, SE P is less for the IT model than for the LAL model. This result favors the IT model, though not significantly. Its two-tailed probability is. 18. For the IT and the EAL models, there are eight cases in which SE P differs between them. In six cases it is less for the IT model (p = .29). The fits given by the models are 'shown in Figures 4 and 5.
2. Consistency of the models when the same
data are analyzed in different ways. (By consistency we mean that if a model is fitted to data and parameters obtained, the data reordered and the process repeated, a correct model should deliver similar parameters each time. To take a simple-minded instance, suppose that an experimenter knows the individual heights of 10 subjects in Group A and 20 subjects in Group B and the mean for the population, but he or she does not know how these are related. A model is applied in which the sums of the heights in each group are divided by some number; the answer for each group is weighted; and these are added together. The experimenter obtains a good fit if he or she then divides by 10 and 20 for the two groups, respectively, and weights the two answers by Vs and %. If the subjects are then randomly reshuffled into new groups of 10 and 20, and the process repeated, the experimenter is likely to obtain the same parameters, subject to random errors of measurement. This model is consistent. But suppose that the experimenter tries to fit a different model in which he or she first finds the products of the heights within each group, then divides each product by a parameter, and then weights and sums the two results. The experimenter will obtain some solution for his or her initial data. But if the subjects are reshuffled and the process repeated, it is highly unlikely that the same parameters will give a fit the second time. The model is wrong and the experimenter will find it to be inconsistent.) The results analyzed above are the probabilities of a positive response following all possible sequences of three preceding responses. To examine the consistency of each of the present models we can compare the parameters obtained when the models are independently fitted to three-and four-term data. The parameters A and 5, as defined for each model and as estimated from three-and four-term data, are given in Table 3 for those subjects showing sequential dependencies with each model. For the IT model, the three-and four-term estimates of A and 6 differed by less than 4% in 8 (out of 18) comparisons; for the EAL model, the smallest disparity in 16 comparisons was 4.4%; and for the LAL model it was 21.5%.
To test the significance of these differences, the following procedure was followed. For each subject and model the absolute differences between the three-and four-term parameters |A 3 -A 4 and |6 3 -6 4 | were found. Taking these data together for the IT and LAL models, the median of all 34 values is .090. For the IT model, 15 (out of 18) results were less than this median, and for the LAL model two (out of 16) differences were less than the median. Fisher's exact probability test (Siegel, 1956) applied to these results gives p = 0.00004, a decisive rejection of the LAL model. For the IT and EAL models, 12 (out of 18) IT results and 6 (out of 16) EAL results are below the median for the combined data (.0425). This result borders on significance (p = .0872).
3. Nonmonotonicity under certain conditions. The IT model predicts nonmonotonicity (in relation to the order of conditions that has been used in presenting the three-term data in Figures the conditional criterion values for 110 and 001. If the sequential dependency is negative, as for some subjects in Figure 5 , we may invert this prediction. The IT prediction that z c ( 110) will be greater than z c (001) for 1 < D < 3 for a positive dependency (and the reverse for a negative dependency) is of interest because at this transition the LAL model predicts monotonicity. Of course, it could be argued that departures from monotonicity at this point (as may be the case at other points in the curves where they occur) are due to random noise. However, we can test the IT prediction against the null hypothesis that the relation between z c (110) and z £ (001) is wholly determined by noise and, , therefore, equally likely to go in either direction.
For the 9 subjects who show nonzero sequential dependencies with the IT model, the obtained relation between z t (\ 10) and z c (001) is in every case in agreement with the predictions above, for the value of D and the direction of the sequential dependency pertaining to each case. That is, the tendency of the data is nonmonotonic at this point for D < 4 (Subjects SI, S3, S4, S6, Nl, N3, and N4), monotonic for D > 4 (Subjects S2 and S5). The two-tailed probability of so extreme a result occurring as a consequence of chance noise hp = 0.0039.
If we restrict ourselves to the seven cases in which the IT model predicts a reversal in tendency (1 < A/5 < 4) and the LAL model does not (as can be seen from the dashed lines), we have a reversal in each case. This has the twotailed probability p = .0156.
As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, the EAL model, when fitted to these data, is capable of reproducing the nonmonotonicities that are predicted by the IT model. Thus this comparison cannot be used to distinguish between these two models.
4. Predictability of the numbers of occurrences of each possible response sequence in the data. We have obtained the parameters that best predict response probabilities conditional on preceding response sequences. A powerful test is given by using these parameters to predict N(Ri-3 Ri-2 Ri-1), the actual number of three-term sequences of each type to be found in each subject's data. These measures were not used in obtaining the parameters. To make these predictions, each model is used to find z e at each stage for every possible sequence of six responses and from this to calculate the probability of that sequence. These probabilities are combined to give the probabilities of every possible sequence of the final three responses. Chi-square may then be used to compare the predicted and obtained numbers of each sequence type; if the model predicts these numbers correctly, chi-square should not be significant.
The values of chi-square (each with 4 d/s) are shown in Table 2 . They may be summed over all subjects. We then get, for the IT model, X 2 (44, N = 11) = 30.76, which is nonsignificant. For the LAL model we get x 2 (44, N l l) = 216.19,p< .0001. This rejects the LAL model, but the result is completely consistent with the IT model. This test does not enable us to distinguish between the IT and EAL models. For the latter we get x 2 = 31.60, which is again nonsignificant.
Discussion
These comparisons give us a clear result for the two models with linear decay. The Howarth and Bulmer (1956) The prediction of numbers of response sequences strongly rejects LAL (p < .0001). This evidence seems sufficient to drop the LAL model from further consideration.
These results suggest that the linear combination of independent indicator traces may provide a basis for understanding sequential effects. It is also of interest to note the similarity between the IT parameters obtained from the present results and those given by the data of Howarth and Bulmer (1956) , despite the differences in the experimental situations. Compare the IT parameters A and 5 fitted to the mean data for Subjects SI to S6 with those obtained from Howarth and Bulmer's (1956) mean data (Table 1) . There is far less similarity for the other two models.
The comparison between the IT and EAL models is far less clear. No individual test is significant. Whichever of the two models is more nearly correct, it is evident that the other model does a very good job of simulating it. However, we shall defer trying to decide between these two models until some further evidence has been presented.
Is Decay Linear or Exponential?
A main difference between the IT and EAL models lies in the assumptions they make 
That is, the residual effects of past criterion deviations are represented as weights assigned to the responses that generated them. We can now find z 0 and these weights w^k by multiple regression on sequences of length 3. If decay is linear and the depth of the effect is 3 or greater (D > 3), then the weights should be a decreasing linear function of the lag, k. But if D < 3, then the weights should decrease to a floor at zero after one or two intertrial intervals and then stay constant at that level, giving a curve resembling exponential decay.
Thus for the IT model we predict that (a) for subjects with D > 3, the weights will decrease linearly as lag increases from 1 to 3 and (b) for D < 3, the weights will decline more sharply as lag increases from 1 to 2 than from 2 to 3.
For any subject we can draw a straight line connecting the weight at lag 1 with the weight at lag 3. If Z» 3, the first prediction says that the weight at lag 2 should lie on this line. If D < 3, the weight should lie below this line. In testing such a prediction there is a problem in applying the description on the line because small random divergences may move points up or down. Because it is points on this line that distinguish between the IT and EAL models, it is a conservative procedure to class all points below the line (however little displaced from it) as below, and only those identically on or above the line as on.
The alternative to linear decay envisages that each effect produced on the criterion is caught up in an exponential decay process. If so, we should expect that in all cases the current weight assigned to a past response should decrease more rapidly as we go from lag 1 to 2 than from lag 2 to 3. Thus exponential decay predicts that in all cases the weight at lag 2 will be below the line joining w,_i and H",_3.
To test these predictions the best-fitting weights were determined for each subject by multiple regression, with d = -1 (a positive dependency) for the signal-only condition and d = 1 for noise only. The linear equation w/_t = A w -b w k was fitted to the weights so found, and the estimated value 8 W was used to transform the weights to w'i-k = Wi-klb w + 3 -w,-_i/5 w . (11) This linear transformation has the effect that each function now takes the same values at lags 1 and 3, so that the distribution of points at k = 2 indicates the general form of the decay function. If it is linear (and D> 3) these points will be scattered about the straight line running through the values at k = 1 and k = 3. If D < 3 or if decay is exponential, these points will lie below the line. Figure 6 shows these values for all subjects except S7 and N2, who did not show dependencies, and S5, whose weights were markedly nonmonotonic. We see that one half of the points lie above the line and one half lie below the line. Moreover, all the points above the line, but only one below it, have D ^ 3. This result is markedly inconsistent with the prediction based on exponential decay. How well does it match the IT prediction?
The scattering of points about the line, in Figure 6 , could have arisen from a random process, in which case any given weight at Lag 2 would have the same probability of lying above or below the line as any other. Or it could express the pattern predicted by the IT model. To test this possibility, we classify each point that is on or above the line, and for which D ^ 3, as a hit and each such point that is below the line as a miss, and do the reverse for D < 3. This gives seven hits and one miss. The binomial probability of this pattern being produced by chance (one-tailed, because direction is predicted) is p = .035.
We now turn to a second test of the nature of trace decay. This rests on the application of the present approach to tasks in which contingent aftereffects occur or in which anchors are used (Treisman, in press ).
If we could present a stimulus that caused the criterion to shift and could then observe the criterion as it drifted back to its resting w.
'-k 1 - value, we could examine directly whether the decay is linear or exponential. There is a procedure that may allow us to do this. In this paradigm two auditory stimuli, such as 1000 Hz and 3000 Hz (we refer to these as the standard stimuli), are presented in sequence with an interval between them, such as 1.5 s. On each presentation of this cycle an intermediate tone (the bisector tone) is also given. This occurs at an interval t\ after the first standard stimulus. Thus the subject hears a sequence of three brief tones separated by two intervals: "1000 Hz standard-?,-bisector tone-^-3000 Hz standard." The subject's task is to adjust the bisector tone over trials until he or she is satisfied that it bisects the pitch interval between the two standard tones.
This procedure was introduced by Cohen, Hansel, and Sylvester (1954) to investigate an intermodal effect on judgment, the auditory tau effect. This effect can be explained in terms of the ideas presented here; the explanation is illustrated in Figure 7 . (For a fuller discussion of this effect and the application of the ideas developed in this article to adaptation effects and contingent aftereffects, see Treisman, in press .) The effects of the standards are represented by central dispersions on a decision axis, E F , and an intermediate criterion, E c , identifies the point at which the distance between them is subjectively bisected. When a standard is presented, the subject identifies it and sets up a corresponding indicator trace. If the lower standard is presented, this indicator trace prescribes an upward shift, and vice versa. (This represents a positive sequential effect. To anticipate a later development in this article, it corresponds to a tracking strategy.)
In Figure 7 two possible sets of indicator traces are shown, which correspond to different values of the parameters A and d. In Case 1, the indicator trace does not decay to zero until the cycle is complete. Thus if we could observe E c during the cycle, we would see it return linearly to its initial value, as indicated by the continuous line. In Case 2, the indicator traces return to zero before the cycle is completed. In this case, if we could observe E c (the dashed line), its course would be difficult to distinguish from exponential decay.
When a bisector tone, coming at a fixed interval, ti, after the first standard (1000 Hz in the figure), is repeatedly adjusted until the subject considers it to bisect the interval between the standards, we may take it that the central sensory effect of the final value of the bisector approximately coincides with the position of E c at the interval t\ after the first standard. (For the signal detection model of the method of adjustment on which this is based, see Treisman, 1969 .) Thus if we plot the bisector frequency as a function of time after the first standard, this will provide an indication of the form of decay of the criterion shift induced by the previous standard stimulus. If the IT model is correct this will give us a linear shift in criterion (for Case 1) or an ambiguous result (Case 2). However, if shifts decay exponentially we should not expect to sec linear decay.
Relevant information is provided by data obtained by Cohen, Hansel, and Sylvester (1954) in which observations were made for three values of t\ and four pairs of standards, and by results of Christensen and Huang (1979) for nine values of t\. These data are replotted in Figure 7 , and the best-fitting straight line is shown for each set of data. Each case illustrates a positive sequential effect. For the data of Cohen et al. (1954) it is immediately evident that in three cases the bisector frequency varies linearly with t\. The fourth case (first standard 4000 Hz-second standard 2000 Hz) is consistent with Case 2 illustrated above. For the data of Christensen and Huang (1979) the linear trend was significant (;; < .001), but the quadratic and cubic trends were not.
These observations provide strong evidence that decay is linear and not exponential.
Independent Traces or Exponential
Additive Learning?
The IT and EAL models give such similar results in many cases that individual tests may not show a significant difference between them. Nevertheless, there is not one case in our series of tests in which the EAL model does better than the IT model. We summarize the evidence below and add some further considerations. 1. Applied to Howarth and Bulmer's (1956) data, the IT model gave a better fit than the EAL model, though not significantly so.
2. Applied to the present data, IT gave a better fit in six out of eight comparisons, but the differences are very small in some cases, and the overall result is not significant (p = .29).
3. When the models are applied to threeterm and four-term analyses of the same data, the IT model shows considerably greater consistency, but again the difference is not significant (p = .087).
4. Both the EAL and IT models show the nonmonotonicities at the z^HO) -z c (001) segments of the curves in Figures 3, 4 , and 5 that are predicted by the IT model. Thus, the satisfaction of these predictions does not exclude EAL. Nevertheless, they present a problem for this model for the following reason. It is clear why the nonmonotonicities occur if the IT model holds. They follow from the mathematical structure of this model, as expressed by Equation 8. But why should they be produced by exponential decay (if the EAL model holds) in just those cases in which they are predicted by the value of a parameter, D, which is estimated by applying the IT model and which has no valid meaning if EAL holds? (D measures the depth of the dependency, a concept that does not apply to exponential decay.) Predictions of this sort are not required by anything in the structure of the EAL model; if the latter is correct, why should it never produce results that violate the IT predictions? If the IT model is correct, however, but the EAL model is applied, then it will demonstrate these predictions simply because parameters can be found for this model that allow it to simulate the IT model very closely, so that it will show nonmonotonicities if the latter does so.
5. Chi-square for the numbers of response sequences predicted and observed is negligibly less for the IT model (30.76 as against 31.60).
(It is noted below that a further development of the IT model allows the result for Subject S5 to be re-analyzed to give D = 3 in place of the outlier value of 324, and this subject's X 2 (l, W = 1) is then 0.626.)
6. The regression analysis in Figure 6 , which looks directly at trace decay over time, supports the IT model (p = .035).
7. The auditory bisection data ( Figure 7 ) provide direct evidence that traces decay linearly and not exponentially.
The balance of this evidence favors the IT model. But for most tests, differences are not significant and some observers might prefer the EAL model. In many applications this choice may not be important because if the wrong model is chosen, it is nevertheless a very good approximation to the correct one.
We add some general considerations. 8. It might be argued that the EAL model is the more parsimonious. This is dubious. The two models have the same number of parameters, and there is no reason to consider a linear function less parsimonious than an exponential function. In fact, linear decay as a representation of changes in the continuing relevance of past experience to the current environment is theoretically more satisfying. Some stimuli, once present, are likely to persist for some time with little change. Others are transient and fugitive. Others depart at more or less steady rates. Linear decay in the retention of information about past states of the world seems a reasonable approximation to this range of possibilities. But exponential decay implies that the relevance of a past observation falls off rapidly when it is recent but slowly when it is remote. This does not seem to give an intuitively satisfying picture of these possibilities.
9. It may be argued that studies of memory provide evidence of exponential decay (Wickelgren, 1967 (Wickelgren, , 1968 . But there is no necessary conflict between the IT model and such results. The assumption of linear decay of indicator traces does not necessarily imply linear decay of other memory traces. And if their decay is linear, this does not exclude the possibility that experiments involving direct retrieval of memories might produce data that appear exponential. For example, suppose that such a task involves two stages: first, retrieval of a trace, with the probability of retrieval being a function of the strength of that trace, and second, identification of the trace with the probability of doing so correctly being again a function of its strength. Then the final probability of a correct response will be determined by the product of these two probabilities and will resemble an exponential function.
10. The IT model has an important potentiality that will be exploited in the theoretical developments presented in the remainder of this article. In considering the characteristics of assimilation, contrast, and feedback, and their relations, we will show that it is useful to expand the present model by allowing indicator traces from different sources and representing information of different types to cooperate in determining the criterion while being governed by different decay rate parameters. Without such an assumption it is difficult to account for the conjoint occurrence of both assimilation and contrast with different relations to past trials. If we wish to apply the EAL model, we meet the difficulty that no simple equivalent way of expanding it is available. Criterion shifts induced by different factors could determine the addition of different values of A to a common EAL criterion. But once this criterion has been shifted, the same decay parameter applies to the merged residual effects of all past shifts, whatever their disparate sources. They cannot be distinguished, and this presents a limitation to the application of this model to some of the problems dealt with below. The greater power of the IT model in this respect is perhaps the single most important reason for preferring it.
We conclude that in some applications the IT and EAL models cannot be reliably distinguished, and it is open to an experimenter to choose either model, in the knowledge that if it is not the correct one it will at least provide a very good approximation to it. However, the balance of the evidence appears to favor the IT model, and in the developments we present below, this model can be applied in a straightforward way; for these reasons we prefer it.
Some further points deserve comment. a. The signal-only data show a positive sequential dependency, as is usually found with detection. But the direction of the dependency reverses in the noise-only condition. This relation between the direction of the dependency and the strength of the signal deserves discussion, but this will be deferred until later.
b. The presence and magnitude of criterion variance is a topic of theoretical interest (Wickelgren, 1968 ) that has not been much discussed, perhaps because of the difficulty of estimating it separately from noise produced by physical and sensory causes. But the magnitude of criterion variance can be estimated relatively simply for data of the present type. The values of the conditional criteria reflect trial-to-trial variation arising from sequential effects, though not random trial-to-trial variation, and thus their variance provides a lower bound to the criterion variance. For the Howarth and Bulmer (1956) data the estimated variance of the eight criteria shown in the inset to Figure 3 is <r% = .079 (when the sensory variance, a 2 s is denned to be 1). For the present experiment, the mean value of al for 11 subjects for the three-trial analyses is .0816, and for the four-trial analyses it is . 1011. Thus the variance of the criterion appears to be of the order of 7%-10% of the total variance in a detection task.
The possibility of estimating al raises the question of how best to define d'. We may write ffs = a] + al, where <rj represents the total central variance associated with the signal-only condition, and <r? represents the component deriving from physical and sensory sources of noise; similarly a
Here criterion noise is lumped with noise from other sources, because it is not usually possible to separate them. But if we can use an analysis of response dependencies to partial out criterion noise arising from sequential effects, we could estimate a value of a sensitivity parameter, d' t , equivalent to d' but intended to be free of criterion noise, d', -(M s -M n )/<r n . Whether it is worth the trouble to estimate such a measure, free of criterion variance, depends on the use to which it will be put. For many practical purposes there would be no especial benefit in finding d', rather than d'. d' is intended to be a measure of sensitivity, and, in the long term, sensitivity is restricted by criterion as well as sensory variation. Thus a measure that takes account of both is justifiable. But for some questions, partialing out criterion variance could be of value. For example, if we are interested in comparing detection of a binocular stimulus with that of a monocular stimulus, we may predict different sensory contributions in the two cases but expect the criterion variance to be the same. Or if we wish to test a predicted relation between the variance of two-alternative forced choices and yes-no judgments, it may be more useful to examine <r? than tr|.
c. If the IT model is correct it may provide a sidelight on some aspects of memory. It provides information on the dynamics of memory traces that is obtained not by the possibly obscuring mediation of the mechanisms of retrieval that underlie verbal report, but by inference from the effects of retained traces on the ongoing process of perception. The models we have tested constitute analogs of two views of memory retention. On the one hand, in the IT model, memory is based on independent differentiated traces that do not interact and that undergo no changes except decay. A very influential alternative view of memory was put forward by Bartlett (1932) The continually modified criterion of the additive learning models is similar in principle to Bartlett's schema. To the extent that the present results support the IT model, they provide some evidence in favor of the "passive patchwork."
d. The IT model allows us to estimate the depth of sequential effects: For the present data, the median value of D is 3. This could represent three trials or 12s: Time and trials are confounded in the present study. Collier (1954a) found that a measure of intertrial dependency was a decreasing function of intertrial interval, which suggests that time is the relevant variable, but further work is needed. e. A further question arises about the IT model. We have assumed that indicator traces are determined by responses. But it could equally well be the sensory inputs that determine them. If the input on trial / is z,, the detection response will be YES if z, -z c > 0 or NO if the reverse is true. Thus sensory input and response are completely confounded in single intensity experiments. Howarth and Bulmer (1956) tried to determine whether there is an effect of sensory input as such by comparing dependencies contingent on responses with long and short reaction times, on the assumption that the latencies reflect the magnitude of z, -z c \, and found almost no effect. But a more direct way to determine whether |z, -z c has an effect of its own is to use a task in which the signal alternates randomly with noise. An experiment using this paradigm is reported below.
Experiment 2

Method
Subjects performed a detection task using the rating procedure with four categories of response. A single signal intensity was used, and signal and noise trials were randomly alternated.
Apparatus and Procedure
The following modifications were made to the apparatus and procedure of Experiment 1. The subject had before him four response buttons that corresponded to the responses "certainly yes," "probably yes," "probably no," "certainly no." (These will be referred to as Responses 1, 2, 3, and 4.) The signal was presented on a proportion P(s) of trials, in random order.
In Condition 2.1 each subject did four sessions. The first was a practice session. In this session a signal intensity was found that gave approximately 50% detection. Each of the three experimental sessions consisted of four blocks of 158 trials, with the signal present on each trial with the probability P(s) = .5. The first eight trials in each block were discarded. Thus 1,800 trials were analyzed per subject.
Condition 2.2 was a replication with modifications. There was one practice session and four experimental sessions. On two of the latter, f(s) = .2, and on the other two, l'(s) = .8. The order of the sessions varied for different subjects. Thus 1,200 trials were analyzed for each subject for each signal probability.
Subjects
In Condition 2.1,6 subjects were used. They were members of the departmental subject panel and ranged in age from 19 to 28. Condition 2.2 used 7 new subjects from 18 to 23 years of age, from the panel.
Results
The probabilities of each of the four responses, contingent on the events of the preceding trial, were found for each subject. The preceding events were classified as (sv-i) (preceding signal) or (w,-_i) (preceding noise) and YESi-i (Responses 1 or 2) or NOj~\ (Responses 3 or 4). The conditional response probabilities were used to estimate the three corresponding criteria, z c \, z c2 , and z c3 , ordered as in Figure  1 -4, in the usual way (Green & Swets, 1966) .
If a value of 0 was obtained for a probability (13 cases for P(s) = .5; 5 for P(s) = .2; 10 for P(s) = .8), z c was assigned the value 2; if the probability was 1.0 (2 points for P(s) = .2), it was assigned -2. (The choice of these values is not likely to have affected the results; the conclusions reached are unchanged if these points are treated as missing data and are estimated.)
The criterion estimates are plotted against their nominal values in Figure 8 . Analyses of variance were performed on the data from each condition, the factors being the stimulus on the current trial, the nominal criterion, the stimulus on the last trial, the response on the last trial, and subjects. As we would expect, the current stimulus and the nominal criterion have major effects. More surprisingly, P(s) did not produce a significant effect in Condition 2.2. The main effect of the previous response is highly significant (p < .005 for 2.1, p < .025 for 2.2). This effect is a positive sequential dependency.
Because the average excess of the sensory input above a criterion is greater when the signal is presented than when noise is presented, any effect of the magnitude of the sensory input as such should manifest as an effect of previous stimulus. But this factor had no detectable main effect in the present experiment. For 2.1, F(l, 5) = 0.000046; for 2.2, F([, 6) = 0.1152. Although denial of an effect of sensory input would rest on failure to reject the null hypothesis, these results do at least establish that any direct effect of the sensory input in the preceding trial is small. Thus they support the assumption that the source of the indicator traces is the response made, at least in the present type of experiment.
Two interactions were significant. In 2.1 (but not 2.2) there was an interaction (p < .05) between current stimulus and criterion, indicating a difference between signal and noise slopes. In 2.1 (p < .025) and in 2.2 (p < .05) there were significant fourth-order interactions between current stimulus, criterion, previous stimulus, and previous response. We do not attempt to interpret this, but we note that the involvement of previous stimulus does not necessarily imply an effect of sensory magnitude: It may be a consequence of the lumping together of the previous responses, 1 and 2 and 3 and 4, in the analysis. If the extreme responses, 1 and 4, have different or stronger effects than the intermediate responses, it is relevant that the balance between Responses 3 and 4, and between Responses 1 and 2, will be different for signal and for noise.
Discussion
Experiment 2 has again produced a positive dependency, with evidence that indicator traces are determined by the responses made, rather than by the magnitudes of the sensory inputs generating them. Further evidence on this point is given by a reexamination of the data of Experiment 1 . In a single intensity experiment, the sign of the sensory deviation, the deviation of the input on a given trial from the current criterion, (z/ -z c ), is necessarily confounded with the response made. We also see from Equation 3 that 7X0 will have the same magnitude whatever the size of the sensory deviation; it is independent of the magnitude of the latter. However, if the indicator trace was directly determined by the sensory deviation itself instead of by the resulting response, we would have, in place of Equation 3, the relation That is, in the sensory-determination case the magnitude of the indicator trace is determined by a constant, A s , multiplied by the magnitude of the sensory deviation. In this model the magnitude of the shift is not independent of the sensory deviation. We can test between response determination and sensory-input determination by substituting T x (i) for 7X0 in the IT model and seeing which version gives the better fit to the data of Experiment 1 .
There is one difficulty. In fitting the response-determined IT model using the simplex procedure, the value of the criterion z c was followed through seven trials for each possible sequence of responses for each set of parameters examined. At each trial, two responses are possible and have to be considered. But in the sensory-input-determined model, the set of values of (z, -z c ) that may occur on each trial is infinite. Therefore, in fitting this model the program was made to calculate the expected values of |z, -z c \ given that z, > z c , or given that z, < z t , at each trial, and it used For the signal-only condition, the results were unequivocal. For the 6 subjects who showed a positive dependency, SE F was less for the response-dependent model than for the sensory-input-determined model in five cases, and chi-square was less for the former model for every subject; % 2 (24, N = 6) = 23.685 ns. (from Table 2 ). For the sensory model, x 2 (24, N = 6) = 126.349, p < .001, which rejects sensory input determination of the positive dependency.
For the noise-only condition, the results are equivocal. Here 3 subjects showed a negative sequential dependency. For the response-determined model, one subject had a smaller, two had larger values of SE P than for the sensory model. For the former model, 2 subjects had smaller, one had a larger value of chisquare. For neither model is summed chisquare significant. Thus the choice between determination by response or directly by sensory input remains open for negative sequential dependencies.
A Theory of Criterion Setting
A model based on independent indicator traces derived from past responses appears to give the best account of the present evidence on sequential dependencies. But three important questions remain. First, why is the direction of the effect different in different experiments? In Experiment 1, why did the signalonly condition give positive and the noise-only condition give negative dependencies? Second, why are sequential dependencies ubiquitous in a whole range of tasks ranging from detection to magnitude estimation? Parsimony requires us to seek a single explanation for these observations, if it is possible to find one. Third, why do sequential dependencies occur at all? Do they have a functional role that would explain the observations we have discussed? Dependencies are usually regarded as errors, imperfections in the system, as a nuisance standing in the way of fitting our preferred theoretical accounts. But it would indeed be surprising if a system as complicated as the IT model had come into existence merely to obstruct psychophysicists.
The proposal we now make is that sequential dependencies arise from and reflect the operation of a system that attempts to place criteria at those positions that are optimal at any given moment and to keep them there, and that this same system is at work in all the tasks in which dependencies have been observed. The system consists of a long-term criterionsetting process and two mechanisms that modify criteria by making short-term adjustments. There are also further devices that make use of feedback. We make some basic assumptions about this system and then examine its application to the observations.
The Reference System
Criterion setting involves two stages: first, a general problem of getting in range and second, a requirement for fine adjustment as the environment and past experience change. It is the latter that determines dependencies.
How the long-term value of the criterion is specified is a question that has received considerable theoretical consideration, mainly concerned with its normative prescription (Birdsall, 1955; Green & Swets, 1966; Treisman, 1964) . Optimal criteria such as the maximum expected value criterion or the NeymanPearson criterion can be denned for detection. In practice, an observer who wishes to employ the maximum expected value criterion needs more information (knowledge of the forms of the signal and noise distributions, P(s), and the payoffs) than is necessary to employ the Neyman-Pearson criterion (the frequency of false alarms). But Boneau and Cole (1967) have shown that, given sufficient feedback, the minimally informed observer can approximate the first, and it is evident that feedback about false alarms should allow the second to be located (Treisman, 1964) . But in many real situations feedback is not available or is not wholly reliable. Even here, however, past experience of similar situations in which feedback has been available may allow reasonable initial values of criteria to be specified. We assume that for any task there is a long-term criterion-setting process that determines initial or reference criteria, such as z a , on a basis that may be related to some definition of optimality. Thus, in a detection task, this process might aim at a criterion roughly equivalent to the maximum expected value criterion or Neyman-Pearson criterion and it will take account of past experience, that is, the final or mean position of the criterion in any previous similar task, and of global parameters of the current situation, such as the signal probability and payoffs. The setting of the long-term criterion component, z,,, would also be affected by instructions and information from the cognitive system. Once z 0 has been specified in this fashion, accumulation of information over a period or change in parameters such as P(.v) may cause it to be further modified.
In a task such as absolute judgment, the subject may use his or her initial encounter with the range of sensory inputs to define upper and lower limits and may then place reference criteria at equal intervals, or in accordance with some other scheme, between these limits.
Once the system has specified a value for the reference criterion, this should remain substantially constant over short sequences of trials. But from trial to trial, fine adjustments may be necessary to ensure that the criterion in use is optimally placed. A weighted combination of these short-term adjustments and the reference value will determine the resultant criterion.
There are two sets of considerations that may lead to short-term adjustments. They have opposite implications, and they result in opposite strategies.
The Tracking System
Outside the laboratory, trials are rarely wholly random. A series of detections probably means that there really is something out there at the moment; a series of nondetections may mean the reverse. Given that a generally reliable reference criterion, z 0 , has been selected, it may be beneficial to adjust this from time to time in accordance with momentary changes in our assessment of P(s). A predator who has just sighted and failed to capture prey has a chance of making further valid sightings. But if he has seen nothing for some time, a positive response becomes relatively more likely to be a false alarm. In the absence of valid feedback, the best evidence for a raised or lowered P(s) is the occurrence or absence of recent positive judgments. The more recent the evidence, the more highly it should be weighted: The external world changes. Given recent detections the criterion should be lowered; following recent rejections it should be raised.
This 
The Stabilizing System
If the long-term position of the criterion is uncertain or unreliable, the first priority must be not to maximize the momentary match to the state of Nature but to use incoming information to position the criterion in an appropriate position and keep it stable. From this point of view, a sustained series of YES responses provides information that the criterion is too low, repeated NOES indicate that it is too high. The stabilizing strategy requires that a YES should be followed by a rise in criterion, a NO by a fall in criterion. In the simplest case, this tends to move the criterion to a position such that the probability of YES equals the probability of NO. Consequently, the stabilizing strategy tends to maximize the information transmitted by the subject's responses. This strategy would be realized by the IT model functioning with d = 1 to give a negative dependency.
A simple way to envisage these strategies operating would be to assume that the system may switch from one strategy to the other by setting d = -1 or d = 1. For example, we may suppose that normally the detection criterion rarely wanders below a lower limit, z rf , and if it does it becomes unstable (cf. Figure 1-1) . Then if the criterion does drift below z d , d would change from -1 to 1, switching into the stabilization mode. This assumption might apply in some simple cases, but it is not adequate in all cases, and it is not the assumption that is made here. Instead we note that it is a strength of the IT model that it can accommodate two strategies that are operating in parallel at the same time with different determinants and that are controlled by different parameters, so as to serve their two purposes simultaneously. We assume that one strategy may be in operation, or the other, or both simultaneously, depending on the requirements of a given task.
Determinants of tracking. Because the subject's recent past decisions constitute the best available indication he has of the momentary state of Nature, these are used to determine the indicator traces for the tracking strategy. This strategy will have parameters A f and 5 r . Because the dependency is normally positive, we drop the parameter d and replace Equation 3 by
Because the most reliable information is the most recent, A r and 5, are usually relatively large and D is fairly small. This will also have the effect that, although criterion fluctuations produced by tracking may be relatively marked, they will also be fairly evanescent and should not have much effect on the long-term mean position of the detection criterion.
Determinants of stabilization. Not only can a series of YES responses indicate that the criterion is too low, but the magnitudes of the differences between the sensory inputs and the criterion z, -z c (i)\ provide information that strengthens or weakens this indication. This makes input-criterion differences the best determinants of successive moves in a stabilizing strategy. Furthermore, the larger the sample of sensory indicator traces that determines the current criterion value, the more reliable their mean effect and the less susceptible to momentary changes in P(s). This favors relatively small values of the parameters A, and d,, giving relatively slow decay of the traces. Thus we assume that the stabilizing strategy is stimulus dependent and is realized by using indicator traces that are functions of past sensory inputcriterion differences. Equation 3 becomes ,(z, -z c (i)\ k -z,(0l < *v (13) Here A., is a positive constant of proportionality; Z[/ is a large positive number. Its function is to exclude the effects of stimuli wholly out of range (where they are not already excluded by forming part of inappropriate perceptual complexes). Thus if clicks are being detected, an unusually loud click may be taken into account, but an intruding door slam would be prohibited from producing a wild rise in criterion.
The indicator trace decays toward 0 at the rate 5 S , so that its value, k trials after its creation, is
It follows that stabilization adjustments are not produced by deviations \z t -z c (i)\ that are less than an intrinsic lower limit z/_ = 3«/A. v . Deviations less than or equal to Z L produce sensory indicator traces that decay to 0 within one intertrial interval and thus cannot contribute to stabilization. Thus if 5 S = A s , only deviations more than one standard deviation from the criterion can have an effect.
The two strategies may operate in parallel, their relative effects depending on their parameters. Usually, but not always, we expect response indicator traces to decay rapidly, but larger samples of more slowly decaying sensory indicator traces to determine stabilization. Thus recent trials may produce predominantly positive and more remote trials, predominantly negative dependencies. One or the other strategy may be suppressed entirely by setting A r < 6,. or Aj = 0.
Because the initial absolute value of the sensory indicator trace is not a constant, unlike T r (f), the depth of the sequential dependency produced by stabilization is not constant either. A large, remote input-criterion difference may still affect a current criterion when a smaller more recent difference has ceased to be effective.
The discussion above applies to detection. In more complex tasks such as absolute judgment there are several criteria that may be affected by the events on a past trial. Thus if Response 1 is made (cf. Figure 1-4) there are several possibilities. The corresponding tracking indicator traces may (a) shift all the criteria the same distance to the left on the next trial, (b) only decrement the criterion (z cl ) that immediately determined the response, or (c) shift z c i and other criteria also, but to a lesser extent. What happens in any case will have to be determined by experiment.
Feedback. The present model provides a basis for a theory of feedback. Feedback may produce effects that vary with subjects and situations. Four possible ways of employing the information provided by feedback are suggested.
1 . Selective stabilization. If reliable feedback is available, it could be used to select those sensory inputs that should contribute to stabilization. That is, trials on which the feedback FBj confirms the response R/ made on that trial would be allowed to produce effective sensory indicator traces, because the feedback excludes the possibility that the input-criterion difference arose from a miss or a false alarm. We may represent this effect of feedback by adding a multiplier to Equation 13. We define
and kf~ 1 in the absence of feedback.
Then Equation 13 becomes
2. Stabilization suppression. It is possible that feedback, being cognitively mediated, cannot be applied to individual sensory deviations, but only by the reference system. Then the receipt of reliable feedback over a period might be used to estimate global parameters that in turn determine the long-term criterion component z 0 -and the weight given to the stabilization procedure would then be reduced, or that mechanism might be suppressed entirely.
3. Selective tracking. It is possible that feedback might determine the responses to be given weight in tracking. Then the response Ri would contribute to a positive dependency only if Rj = FBj. This would correspond to multiplying T^i) by kf, as defined by Equation 15. This might parallel simultaneous selective stabilization or stabilization suppression.
4. Feedback-based tracking. If the responses made are unreliable, so that they rarely agree with the feedback, it may be advantageous to substitute the feedback for the responses as a basis for tracking. Then FB t would determine the tracking indicator trace on every trial i, whether or not FB t = R,.
The resultant criterion. The resultant value on trial; of the criterion produced by the reference, tracking, and stabilization mechanisms may be written as
The relative weight of each component may be varied by modifying the parameters A,, 8 r , A,, and 5 S .
Because long-term factors (such as prior knowledge of P(s) or payoff values) are embodied in the choice of z 0 , we may expect that tasks that are likely to give this criterion component a high weight, such as well-practised detection against a continuous background of familiar noise, will most clearly demonstrate the expected features of optimal criteria as defined by SDT; for example, a fall in criterion with increase in P(s). But if the conditions are unusual or difficult and z 0 is uncertain, shortterm strategies will dominate, diluting the weight of global factors and perhaps resulting in different relations.
Criterion maintenance when not performing the task. For most of our lives, most of our decision criteria are not in use. In some cases (e.g., deciding which house to buy) the occasions for their application are clearly defined and easily anticipated. But in other cases (e.g., was that a shooting star?), though rarely used, they must be constantly available. How then can criterion setting and maintenance be ensured during periods when the appropriate stimulation for such decision criteria does not occur? For example, consider a detection task and suppose that the system is set to maintain a Neyman-Pearson criterion giving a fixed false alarm rate, e. When stimulation and feedback are available they provide a basis for estimating the false alarm rate and denning a corresponding value of z 0 . But how can this criterion be maintained during periods when no stimulation is presented and no overt responses are made?
The simplest possibility is that the previous value of z 0 is stored in long-term memory. There are difficulties with this: First, the stored memory of the criterion might decay, causing apparent drift in its position, and there would be no check on this. Second, the background noise level might alter in the interim, changing the false alarm probability given by the old criterion value and requiring a revised value.
A possible strategy is suggested by the observation that during a period without stimulation, false alarms may occur. This tells us that the sensory input (determined by noise) is sampled from time to time. Such regular samples could be allowed to activate the stabilization mechanism, even though no overt responses are made. We refer to this as latent stabilization. We assume that regular samples are taken and that each is compared with the current criterion. As a result, an indicator trace is set up that produces an upward shift if the sensory input-criterion difference is positive, or a downward shift if it is negative. Because samples usually fall below the initial detection criterion, however, it is evident that if upward and downward shifts are given the same weight, the criterion must drift down toward the mean of the noise distribution and so abandon the Neyman-Pearson criterion. This difficulty is met by having an asymmetry between upward and downward shifts realized by giving A s different values according to the direction of the shift. Thus we substitute A su for A s in Equation  16 when an upward shift is indicated and A. !(/ when a downward shift is required, and give A su and A. 5 </ values appropriate to maintaining the desired criterion. If the stabilization strategy is applied under stable conditions, it is reasonable to suppose that the value of the long-term sum of sensory indicator traces varies about an equilibrium point, z e . We can identify this value by making the supposition that z e is the point at which the expected absolute value of an upward shift is equal to the expected absolute value of a downward shift. If so, because the mean of the normal distribution truncated at a is given by /(«)/( 1 - (F(a) ), and disregarding the effects of decay and the contribution of z 0 , we may write )/(l-€) + zJ, (18) where t = 1 -F (z e ) and gives the NeymanPearson false positive rate for suitable A ra and A«/. (We do not have a proof for this conjecture, but it has been tested and is supported by computer simulations.) It follows that
from -which we see that to maintain z e at the value that will give e = 0.05, for exampledespite any drift in the sensory noise levelwill require A id /A ra = 0.0126/1 = 1/80. As A^ increases, so the equilibrium point moves down. Thus if A sd and A JU are set at appropriate initial values, latent stabilization (a negative dependency determined by sensory noise inputs) can ensure appropriate adjustment of the criterion as the sensory state of the subject changes, even in periods of nonstimulation. Because T s (i, k) is subject to decay and so is summed over a limited number of terms, its average effect at any time is a partial shift in the direction of z e that makes a weighted contribution to the resultant criterion. If z 0 is unreliable or uncertain, increased weight can be given to latent stabilization by increasing the magnitudes of A.,,/and A 5H without altering their ratio, or by decreasing 8 S , thus increasing the relative weight of z e as compared with z 0 .
Latent stabilization could maintain a Neyman-Pearson criterion in the absence of stimulation and formal feedback. Alternatively, it might be used to approximate a maximum expected value criterion denned for given signal and noise distributions and signal probability, if A sd and A. VM are determined as functions of the probabilities of signal and noise, d', and the payoff values.
Some Applications of Criterion-Setting Theory
The theory has now been outlined, mainly as it applies to detection. It will be developed for other applications elsewhere (Treisman, 1983a (Treisman, , 1983b Treisman & Faulkner 1983a , 1983b .) At this point we stop and ask how well it can account for the better established features of sequential effects. We consider detection and identification tasks first, followed by absolute judgment and magnitude estimation.
Detection and Identification
Further consideration of Experiment 1. The theory suggests that tasks that employ wellestablished criteria should show positive sequential dependencies, but more difficult or unfamiliar tasks should be characterized by increased salience of stabilization, resulting in negative dependencies. It is of interest to reconsider Experiment 1 in relation to these possibilities. The signal-only condition is represented by Figure 1 -2 . Here, the decision criterion in use is likely to be the subject's prior and long-established detection criterion. In this experiment, an initial practice session was used to find the signal intensity that gave P(Y) = .5. Such a signal will have a sensory distribution whose mean M s is at or near z c , the subject's precstablished criterion. So this condition required the subject to employ an habitual criterion, leaving him free to give priority to tracking. This argument predicts-and it will be remembered that we found-positive sequential dependencies in this condition.
The noise-only condition is represented by Figure 1-1' . The absence of a signal, and the instruction to aim at P(Y) = .5, should force the subject to shift his criterion far to the left of its familiar position. It will move to a new lower value z' c that coincides with the mean of the noise distribution. We have supposed that normally the criterion rarely wanders below a lower limit, z d , and that if it does so it becomes unstable. So we expect stabilization to be the prime concern in this condition, giving negative sequential dependencies, and this was what we found.
These results support the assumption that the salience of tracking or stabilization will depend on the conditions of the task. The assumption that stabilization may be suppressed when the criterion is well established and input-criterion differences are small also finds support in the lack of a stimulus effect in Experiment 2, a detection task with a constant noise background and a single signal alternating with noise.
Is it possible that both strategies were operating in Experiment 1 but that the less salient strategy was overlooked? To examine this question, the results were re-analyzed. For each subject the data were fitted to Equation 17, the parameter-fitting program being used to find five parameters, z 0 , A r , d r , A. s , and d s , for seven trial sequences. There was no clear evidence of an improved fit for any subject. However, for Subject S5 the assumption that the two mechanisms were in simultaneous operation gave more reasonable parameters than tracking alone had done: D was reduced from 324 to 4.
Another possibility that was considered is the following. Because subjects were receiving an intensity at the 50% detection level alone, in one condition, and no signal at all in the other, it is possible that a latent stabilization strategy might continue to operate during the experiment. To examine this, a model was fitted that combined tracking and stabilization with separate parameters A yu and A«/. Again, this produced no clear improvement over the single strategy results for any subject except S5. However, for this subject, the parameters z 0 = 0.092, A,. = 0.330, 5, = 0.090, A, tt = 1.184, A, d = 0, and 5, = 0.431 give MSD = 0.00747, SE P = 0.0864, and x 2 0, N = 1) = 0.626. This is considerably better than the result for a single value of A s , % 2 (2, N = 1) = 8.830, and D now has the reasonable value 3. The improved fit is shown as a dashed and dotted line in Figure 4 .
Task conditions, especially novelty or familiarity of the task. The predicted relation between the conditions of the task and the direction of the dependency is also supported by the data of Sandusky and Ahumada (1971) . In place of the positive dependency usually seen with detection against a constant noise background, these authors found that if the signal and the noise are gated on and off together, there is a negative sequential effect. They relate this to the absence of the framework of reference constituted by a constant noise background. In terms of our assumptions, the absence of this framework has its effect by reducing the reliability of placement of z n and thus requiring more active stabilization.
An unfamiliar identification task, in which only a single stimulus is presented on each trial, should induce uncertainty about the criterion and therefore should require stabilization. Parducci and Sandusky (1965) provide data on such a task. A light was shown briefly to the subject in one of two positions, left or right, in the dark. A reference light was present and no feedback was given. They found that the probability of a correct response was increased for a stimulus alternation as compared with a repetition. This indicates that the criterion had moved toward the previous stimulus, illustrating a negative stimulus dependency. Other experiments (e.g., Tanner et al., 1967) that support this result are discussed below.
Probability of the signal. Criterion-setting theory predicts that a stable criterion largely determined by z 0 will show the changes predicted by SDT in response to variation in P(s), but that a criterion largely determined by the short-term strategies will not. There is no lack of detection studies in which well-practised subjects exposed to familiar noise backgrounds vary their criteria in response to changes in P(A-) in the directions predicted by SDT (Green & Swets, 1966) . We may contrast this situation with the identification task, in which the subject may be exposed to randomly alternating intermittent presentations of, say, tones at 68.5 db or 70 db and must categorize them. This is a much less familiar task than detection in daily life, and the subject is likely to have special difficulty in maintaining a fixed criterion for it. Here the stabilization mechanism should be important in determining the position of the criterion, that is, z e will be weighted large. If so, the effects of change in P(s) on z 0 should be less evident in the behavior of the resultant criterion.
What effect should P(s) have on z e l To answer this question, we extend Equation 18 to apply to the two distributions used in a typical identification task. The stimulus s\ (see Figure  1-3) is assumed to occur with probability P(x t ), and s 2 with probability 1 -P(s\). If we take the equilibrium value of the criterion, z e , as the point on a standardized scale at which the expected magnitude of shift in either direction is the same, let the mean of the s, distribution be d' and the mean of the s 2 distribution be zero, with a standard deviation of one in each case, and define = MO, l)dz for $2, and «i /*oo 
The implications of this relationship are illustrated by the variation in the probability of the response S\, P(S l ), as P(s } ) varies, which is shown for two values of d' in Table 4 . Most experiments of this sort are run with d 1 of the order of one. Evidently, as P(s\) changes, P(Si) will remain almost constant at about 50%, to the extent that z e determines the criterion in use.
Relevant evidence is provided by Parducci and Sandusky's (1965) position identification experiment, in which the accuracy data showed a negative dependency, indicating active stabilization. For three probabilities of the left stimulus, .2, .5, and .8, the probability of the response LEFT was .48, .52, and .53, respectively. This indicates that there is a shift of the criterion toward s\ as P(s\) increases, as can be seen in Figure 2 of Sandusky (1971) . Tanner et al. (1967) performed an identification experiment using two 1000-Hz 100-msec tones, the louder at 70 db, the softer reduced to a level at which about 70% of responses were correct. There was no feedback, and the effect of increasing P(loud) from . 1 Note. Values of the overall probability of the response Si, P(S,), for different values of P(.i>), the prior probability of presenting the stimulus s\, predicted by Equation 21.
to .9 was to give a small increase in P(LOUD), from .52 to .60. Tanner et al. (1970) performed a similar experiment. In an initial no-feedback condition, P(LOUD) increased from .54 to .56 as P(loud) varied from .2 to .8. But after further experience (12 sessions with feedback), a repetition of this condition resulted in P(LOUD) increasing from .43 to .69, indicating an increased weighting for z 0 as a result of this lengthy training. (With feedback, P(LOUD) increased from .18 to .81 as P(loud) went from .2 to .8, which shows that feedback increased the weight given to z 0 . This supports the hypothesis that feedback causes stabilization suppression rather than selective stabilization.) Parducci and Sandusky (1970) interpolated an intermediate tone between successive presentations of their experimental loud or soft tones. In one condition the interpolated tone was described as a standard, in the other, as a warning. The probability of the loud stimulus was .2, .5, or .8. In the standard condition the corresponding values of P(LOUD) were .50, .46, and .50. In the warning condition they were .56, .54, and .54. These various results accord with the prediction derived from Equation 21.
Further support is provided by Sandusky and Ahumada (1971) . In a detection task in which both signal and noise were gated on and off together, the criterion shifted to the right when P(s) increased from .25 to .75.
Criterion-setting theory assumes that both stabilizing and tracking mechanisms may opcrate at the same time. Several lines of evidence support this claim: Some of the data are illustrated in Figure 9 . Collier and Verplanck (1958) used the single intensity detection procedure, with a stimulus of fixed luminance. Because the stimulus intensity is the same on every trial, the criterion is likely to be near M s (Figure 1-2) . Some of their data are replotted in the first panel of Figure 9 . The points labeled single intensity give P(Y) following all sequences of two preceding responses, such as two YESES (11), and so forth. These points show a positive dependency on both the preceding response and the penultimate response. In a second condition, occasional stimuli were interpolated that were either 0.5 log units greater or 0.5 log units less than the fixed luminance. Trials on which an immediately preceding interpolated strong stimulus elicited YES or a weak stimulus NO, grouped also according to the penultimate response (to the standard luminance), are shown under the heading Forced Response. Here again P(Y) is higher for an immediately preceding (forced) YES, and higher for an (unforced) YES on the trial before that. But this positive dependency on the preceding response is now reduced as compared with natural twotrial sequences: 11 exceeds 10, and 01 exceeds 00 to a smaller extent when the final 1 corresponds to an enhanced stimulus, the final 0 to a dim stimulus. This demonstrates that an operation that has increased the expected values of \Zf -z c (i)\ has amplified an underlying negative effect of the stimulus that subtracts from the positive effect of the response. Tanner et al.'s (1967) results for identification of the loudness of a tone, without feedback, are illustrated in Figure 9 for P(loud) = 0.5. They obtained similar results for four other values of P(loud). Similar results are reported by Tanner et al. (1970) , and the same picture emerges from Sandusky's (1971) analysis of the data of Parducci and Sandusky (1965) . It is evident that P(LOUD) is greater on the current trial if the preceding response was LOUD than if it was SOFT, a positive dependency on the last response, but P(LOUD) is less if the preceding stimulus was loud than if it was soft, a negative dependency on the past stimulus.
In an identification experiment by Haller (1969) , three closely spaced tones were identified in two categories, LOUD and SOFT, by 10 subjects. s\ was 70 db, s 3 was at an average of 68.5 db, and s 2 was intermediate. There were four conditions, which differed in the distributions of probability over the three following a pair in which the first response (1 for YES or 0 for NO) was made to the standard intensity; the second response was forced by a reduced or increased intensity stimulus (forced response), (b) Tanner, Haller, & Atkinson (1967) : The probability of a LOUD response to a loud stimulus is plotted against P(LOUD\soft) for the four possible conjunctions on the previous trial, (c) Haller (1969) : The position of the identification criterion is plotted against the stimulus on the previous trial (where 1 = loud and 3 = soft). The continuous lines represent a previous LOUD, the dashed lines a previous SOFT response.
stimuli. All three stimuli were employed in three of the conditions. The data for these three conditions have been re-analyzed as follows:
The standard deviate corresponding to each probability of LOUD was used as an estimate of z c on a scale with its origin at the mean of the corresponding stimulus, and mean values of z c for each combination of preceding stimulus and response was found. The subjects fell into two groups: 7 subjects' mean scores are plotted on the left; 3 subjects' mean scores, on the right. In both cases, the stronger the previous stimulus, the higher the criterion-a negative effect. For 7 subjects, the previous response had the reverse effect, giving a positive dependency. For these subjects, an analysis of variance gave highly significant (allowing for two missing data points) main effects (probability condition, p < .025; current signal, p < .001; preceding response, p < .025; preceding signal, p < .001), but no interaction, at any level, was significant. This accords with our assumption that the effects of previous stimuli and of previous responses combine by linear addition. For the remaining 3 subjects, the previous stimulus and response both produced negative dependencies, although these were not significant.
For all the subjects, z c increased when the relative probability of s, increased and decreased when the probability of s 3 increased, which accords with Equation 21. (Although this relation is produced by the stabilization mechanism, which is also responsible for the effect of preceding signal in the analysis of variance, it arises as the resultant effect of a series of previous trials, and thus probability condition manifests as a separate additive factor.) John (1973) and McNicol (1980) also provide evidence that the current response is assimilated to the preceding response and contrasted with the preceding signal in identification tasks.
The effects of feedback. Four possible strategies for utilizing feedback were derived from the theory. The first two proposed that stabilization may either be selective, or it may be suppressed in favor of a higher weighting for the long-term component of the criterion. Evidence from a number of sources may allow us to choose between these two alternatives, for detection and identification tasks.
If feedback produces selective stabilization (Equations 15 and 16), it should cause a negative dependency similar to, but more marked than, that given by stabilization when there is no feedback. Stabilization suppression would, of course, eliminate the dependency. Parducci and Sandusky (1965) report a negative dependency on the previous stimulus when there is no feedback, but not when feedback is given. This indicates suppression. Support for this is provided by Haller's (1969) comparison of data obtained by Kinchla (1966; as reported by Haller, 1969) and by Tanner et al. (1967) ; both studies examined identification using the same stimuli and apparatus. As we have already seen, P(LOUD) changed very little as P(loud) increased from 0.1 to 0.9 in the latter study, in which no feedback was given and a negative stimulus dependency was shown. But P(LOUD) closely matched P(loud) in Kinchla's (1966) experiment, in which feedback was given. So it seems that (at least for identification) feedback may suppress stabilization and enhance reliance on z,,, which is determined by P(s) in accordance with SDT, and so will tend to give probability matching. Dorfman, Saslow, & Simpson (1975) also report probability matching when feedback is given. Tanner, et al. (1970) ran four identification conditions in succession with the same subjects. Feedback was given in the second condition but not in the other three. From their Table 1 we may calculate the average values of P(LOUD) contingent on each possible stimulus, or response, on the previous trial. These values arc plotted in Figure 10 . In every condition, we see a positive dependency on the previous response and, except in the feedback condition, a negative dependency on the previous stimulus. In the feedback condition, the probabilities contingent on the previous stimulus are almost identical, indicating that stabilization was suppressed. It is in keeping with this interpretation that P(LOUD) matched P(loud) closely in the feedback condition but, when feedback was absent, not at all in naive subjects and much less so in experienced subjects.
If feedback in a single-interval detection task suppresses a negative dependency on the previous stimulus, this should have the effect of reducing criterion variance and so should increase a measure of sensitivity. Gundy (1961) reported small effects of feedback on d s , not all in this direction. However, because he used a constant noise background, any negative dependency may have been small to start with. Carterette, Friedman, & Wyman (1966) found a lower P(C) in a 2IFC procedure with continuous noise background when feedback was sometimes incorrect than when it was always correct or not given. It is possible that the incorrect feedback induced an increase in criterion variance. Friedman, Carterette, Nakatani, & Ahumada (1968) examined singleinterval auditory detection against a continuous background, with P(s) varying from .25 to .75. In both their low-and high-signal-intensity conditions, P(hit) and P(false alarm) both varied over larger ranges as a function of P(s), in the direction of probability matching, when correct feedback was given than in a nofeedback or in a random-feedback condition (which suggests that the random feedback may have been disregarded). Friedman et al. (1968) also found that it feedback was random on signal trials but correct on noise trials, the criterion was very high, and in the reverse condition it was very low. This is an intriguing finding that provides further evidence against the possibility that feedback produces selective stabilization in detection. Consider random feedback on signal trials, with correct feedback on noise trials. Assuming that selective stabilization occurs when feedback and input-criterion differences agree, the main effect would be to nullify about half of the differences arising on the signal trials (on which the greater proportion of the sensory deviations would be positive), and this would cause an imbalance in favor of the neg-ative dependency produced on the noise trials. Consequently, the criterion would move down. But in fact it did not. An explanation for this result is provided by the third feedback strategy, selective tracking (which may have been combined with stabilization suppression). If feedback in disagreement with a response invalidates it for tracking, then in the signalrandom, noise-correct case, the major contribution to tracking shifts would have been made by responses to noise. As most of these would be NO, which causes the criterion to rise, this would explain the high criterion value found. Selective tracking can also explain the relative reduction in the positive dependency on the previous response that is seen in the feedback condition of Tanner et al.'s (1970) identification experiment, as illustrated in the upper panel of Figure 10 .
Overall, the evidence from these tasks supports the hypothesis that reliable feedback can substitute for short-term stabilization and can provide a basis for maintaining confidence in the long-term criterion, z 0 . There is no evidence that it can be used to give selective stabilization. But there is support for the occurrence of selective tracking.
Absolute Judgment and Magnitude Estimation
Absolute judgment results obtained by Ward and Lockhead (1971) are illustrated in the upper four panels of Figure 11 . Their subjects judged 10 tones separated by 1 db, and the responses were the numbers 1 to 10. For each stimulus, the average departure from its nominal value was found. In the figure, the average error for all stimuli on trial / is plotted for the case when the stimulus on trial / -1 was 9 or 10 (lag 1), when the stimulus on trial / -2 was 9 or 10, whatever the stimulus on i -1 (lag 2), and so on. A similar curve is shown for trials preceded by Stimuli 1 or 2 at the various lags. The curves for other preceding stimuli, which are not shown in Figure 11 , were largely intermediate between those that are shown. On the right, the same data are plotted in relation to preceding responses. The upper panels show a condition with, and the middle panels a condition without, feedback. Similar results have been obtained for other sensory modalities, and using magnitude estimation with different response ranges (King & Lockhead, 1981) . Lockhead and King (1983) used a successive ratio-judgment task in which subjects were asked to respond to the current stimulus 7 n by giving the ratio of its loudness to the loudness of the immediately preceding stimulus (I,,-\) . They derived the equivalent magnitude estimation data from these ratios: These show sequential dependencies very similar to the absolute judgment results in Figure 11 . Other authors have reported similar findings (e.g., Jesteadt et al., 1977; John, 1973) .
These data show features that demand an explanation. Considering the feedback condition first, we see a positive dependency on the immediately preceding trial and a negative dependency on earlier trials. Because stimuli and responses are correlated, the overall picture is similar whether plotted for past stimuli or for past responses. These findings can be explained by the assumptions that (a) both of the short-term mechanisms are active, (b) the stabilizing strategy establishes a negative dependency extending over several trials, and (c) the tracking mechanism adds a positive dependency that is more marked but is limited to more recent responses. These assumptions are supported by the observations that in these data the negative dependency appears greater when the curves are classified by preceding stimuli than by preceding responses, and the positive dependency is more evident when the data are analyzed in relation to past responses than in relation to past stimuli.
When feedback is omitted, we see a marked increase in the positive dependency that is especially evident when the data are classified by past responses (note the doubled scale units for the right middle panel of Figure 11 ). This may be explained by the third strategy for handling feedback information, selective tracking. When this strategy is applied, only if Rj -FBi does the response affect the criterion: Complete or close agreement with feedback is required if the response is to contribute to tracking. If so, when feedback is given, many responses will be ineffective for tracking, allowing the effects of stabilization to bulk relatively larger. But in the absence of feedback, all responses will be effective, producing a larger positive dependency. This "release of tracking" is what we see in the no-feedback panels. It is, of course, more evident when plotted against past responses than against past stimuli.
The evidence that stabilization occurs both with and without feedback shows that in absolute judgment (unlike detection or identification), stabilization is not suppressed by feedback. Because the absolute-judgment task requires many more criteria than detection or two-category identification (nine in this case), it must be correspondingly more difficult to use feedback alone to establish and maintain a set of stable long-term reference criteria, and so the stabilization strategy remains essential. In detection, feedback may provide an estimate of P(s) that can be used to determine the best value for z 0 . It is not evident that it can play a similar role in absolute judgment, in which it is the distribution of the stimuli, not the probability of a single signal, that is important for locating the criteria. The apparent increase in the negative dependency when feedback is given can probably be attributed to the relative reduction of the positive dependency on responses produced by selective tracking.
To demonstrate that Equation 17 is capable of producing patterns of this sort, a computer simulation of the no-feedback case was run. It was not intended to fit the Ward and Lockhead (1971) data parametrically-to do this would require more information than we have at present about the effects of a stimulus or At the beginning of each trial the criteria are updated. For this purpose rules are needed to prescribe adjustments to remote criteria following a given input and response. For the purpose of the simulation, the following rules were employed, (a) A past response affects every criterion equally. Thus, if the response on trial / -k was 2, then on trial i, z c \ is decremented by max(A r -kS r , 0), and z c2 and z c3 are both raised by this quantity, (b) A previous input-criterion difference affects neighboring criteria more than distant ones, the effect decreasing inversely with distance. Thus, if the response on trial i -k was 2, we must have had z c \ < Zj-k < z c2 on that trial, giving two input-criterion differences of absolute magnitudes Dif u = Aj(z/_* -z c \) and Dif d = A. s (z C 2 -Zt-k). Then on trial /, z c \ is raised by ma\(Dif lt -kd s , 0), z c2 is decreased by ma\(Dif d -k8 s , 0), and z c3 is decreased by this quantity divided by 2. For a third criterion the divisor would be 3. In updating criteria the program considered only the previous eight trials. Three thousand trials were simulated and the results are shown in Figure 11 .
These results show a general parallel to Ward and Lockhead's (1971) no-feedback condition. It is likely that changes in parameters and in the rules for the effects on remote criteria would allow still greater agreement. Lockhead and King (1983) made two interesting observations using their successive ratio-judgment task. First, if two successive stimuli, /"_! and /", are identical in auditory intensity they do not necessarily give an average ratio judgment of one. Furthermore, the result given is affected by preceding stimulus presentations. Some of their results for stimulus pairs of the same intensity are shown in the left panel of Figure 12 : As the stimulus pair increases in intensity, the subjective ratio of the second presentation to the first increases. And if I n -2 was a low stimulus the judgment is higher than if 7 B _ 2 was high. We have examined whether our model would give a similar result. Similar ratios were calculated from the simulation illustrated in Figure 11 . Mean ratios of the responses given to successive stimuli of the same nominal value are shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 12 ; the parameter for each curve is the nominal value of the stimulus preceding the pair. Except for a decrease in two of the curves at the highest stimulus value, the results parallel those of the experiment: The ratios increase with stimulus intensity, and the values are higher if 7 n _ 2 was low than if it was high.
There is not much evidence on the extent to which and the range over which responses or sensory inputs may produce shifts in remote parallel criteria. Purks et al. (1980, Figure 3) show shifts in absolute judgment criteria z c j away from the preceding stimulus. These shifts appear to increase initially as the separation of the criterion from the previous stimulus increases, but return to zero at greater distances. On the present interpretation, this positive effect is a function of the preceding response (not stimulus), and the initial increase in the magnitude of the shift with distance may simply reflect the increasing proportion of the responses to the preceding stimulus that lie on the same side of z cj as it becomes more remote. Holland and Lockhead's (1968) data also suggest that the induced positive shift may be greater for nearer criteria, but Ward and Lockhead (1970) provide evidence that the shift is the same for all criteria, suggesting that response-induced tracking may have a similar effect on the whole scale.
Some further points deserve comment. A phenomenon identified by Parducci (1965) may be explained by the stabilization strategy. He showed that in category judgments there is a tendency for category boundaries to shift so as to equate the frequencies with which different responses are used. Such an effect could be caused by stabilization. Consider three criteria distributed as in Figure 1 Lockhead & King, 1983 , are shown on the left. Thirty stimuli ranging from 51 to 80 db in 1 db steps were presented to subjects who judged the subjective ratio of the current stimulus (/") to the preceding one (/"_]). For cases in which /" = /"_,, the subjective ratios obtained are plotted for low, intermediate and high stimuli, and for / n _ 2 low or high. On the right similar ratios obtained from the simulation of absolute judgments of four stimuli illustrated in Figure 11 are shown. Here 1 is a low and 4, a high stimulus.)
suppose that the stimulus s^ is presented more frequently than the stimulus s 2 . Then more sensory inputs will lie in the interval z c3 < z/ < z c2 , generating the response 3, than will lie in the interval z c2 < z,-< z c \. The effect of each sensory input falling in the first interval will be a tendency to shift z c3 upwards and z c i down, which will extend over several subsequent trials: A similar effect will apply for inputs falling in the second interval. Because s 3 is more frequent, so that more sensory inputs fall between z c3 and z c2 , the net effect will be to move z c2 downwards, thus decreasing the number of occasions when inputs are classified as 3 and increasing the number eliciting the response 2. If 5 3 is more frequent than s 4 there will be a similar net upward shift of z a , narrowing the interval from z c3 to z c2 . The overall effect will be to reduce an initial excess of 3 responses. Ward and Lockhead (1970) reported that shifts in the stimulus range from one day to the next result in constant errors related to the previous day's range. This illustrates the relative long-term stability of reference criterion values. Ward and Lockhead (1971) performed a mock absolute judgment experiment in which no stimuli were presented, subjects were required to guess, and feedback was given. The main sequential dependency shown was a strong positive effect of the previous stimulus (i.e., the feedback given), with no effect of previous responses (guesses). The absence of a response effect, with a strong positive effect of feedback is what would be expected if feedback-based tracking were substituted for response tracking: When responses are highly unreliable only feedback inputs can usefully be used to generate tracking shifts. The same authors obtained almost identical results in a very difficult line-length absolute judgment task with feedback. The perceptual difficulty of the task implies that the sensory differences were small and so any negative dependency would be small, and only a low proportion of responses would be validated by feedback. The absence of any effect of responses, with a positive effect of feedback, implies that subjects employed the feedback-based tracking strategy here, as in the guessing experiment.
Further evidence on how information fed back to the subject may be used is provided by an experiment of Wagner and Baird (1981) that is similar to Ward and Lockhead's (1971) guessing experiment. Again, subjects guessed integers and were given feedback. In this case, however, they were told that they were participating in an extrasensory perception experiment. These results also demonstrate a strong positive effect of feedback at lag 1, but there is also a somewhat weaker positive effect of the response made, extending back for several trials. It appears that here-perhaps because the subjects' responses were dignified as possible ESP rather than guesses-positive dependencies were induced both by recent feedback and by past responses, the two tracking mechanisms having different parameters. If this is the correct account, feedback may not only be substituted for responses, it may also serve in its own right as a parallel basis for a third system of short-term adjustments.
In both the guessing experiments the analyses in terms of feedback show a small contrast effect. The feedback, being a number, is identical in form to the missing stimulus (an unknown integer) that the subject is attempting to divine in each case. It is possible that it was processed as such a stimulus, producing a stabilization effect.
Magnitude estimations of tones obtained by Ward (1973) and plotted by Jesteadt et al. (1977) in relation to preceding stimuli show sequential effects. There is a marked positive dependency extending back for at least five trials, and no evidence of contrast at any lag. A multiple regression analysis of their own magnitude-estimation data by Jesteadt et al. (1977) shows a large positive regression coefficient on the previous response (0.38) and a much smaller negative regression coefficient on the previous stimulus (-0.05). Such results accord with the account we have given. As there is no feedback, all responses are effective in producing a positive dependency, which may therefore be considerable. As responses are correlated with stimuli, it is possible to see this positive dependency in an analysis against past stimuli. The following considerations suggest that stabilization is negligible in this procedure. The defining feature of magnitude estimation is that the subject has unlimited scope to choose the form of his response. We may view the effect of this on the input-criterion differences as follows. The numerical system with which the subject compares his sensory inputs corresponds to the set of criteria in an absolute-judgment task, with the difference that in magnitude estimation the subject may employ numerous criteria and can interpolate additional, more closely spaced criteria (based on finer subdivisions of the numerical scale) whenever there is any significant separation between a sensory input and the nearest criterion initially employed. This will ensure that input-criterion differences are small and so remove or greatly diminish the basis for a negative dependency. Thus the absence of such a dependency in Ward's (1973) data and its small size in the data of Jesteadt et al. (1977) is readily understandable.
Conclusion
We have described and reviewed experimental evidence that provides support for a model of criterion setting in which the criterion is given by a linear combination of a longterm reference value and indicator traces determined by previous stimuli and responses and in some cases by feedback. This theory has been shown to provide an account for many features of sequential dependencies.
If the arguments presented here are correct, then sequential effects should no longer be viewed as bothersome errors arising from instabilities or inadequacies in our imperfectly designed detection and categorization systems, hindrances to the experimenter. Instead they provide evidence for the existence of a sophisticated control system that is able to combine information from a number of sources to determine the best position of the decision criterion from moment to moment. Factors such as past experience, knowledge of signal probability, and perhaps privileged sensory inputs such as stimuli denominated as anchors or a constant background, determine an initial long-term reference criterion. This may be differently weighted according to its reliability in different tasks. Best determinations of the current stale of the world embodied in the subject's most recent responses, and weighted by their immediate relevance, produce shifts in criteria calculated to facilitate repeating those observations that appear currently valid: the positive sequential effect. We reject the idea that this represents a confusion of the present stimulus with, or assimilation of it to, a past input. Rather, it results from a rational response to the short-term nonrandomness of the real world. And because this nonrandomness is short-term-the longer we wait the less likely are we to find the same things still about us-the effect normally decays quite rapidly.
Additionally, evidence about the prevailing flux of sensory inputs, usually sampled over longer intervals to increase its reliability, is used to place criteria centrally in relation to this flux, so stabilizing criteria at positions that favor maximum information transmission. Thus Equation 17 combines past experience, an assessment of the current state of the world, and a requirement for optimal information transmission.
If this interpretation is right, sequential effects reveal the intelligence of the sensory system in operation. Application of the model to observations in the literature has revealed no serious difficulties and has suggested a number of refinements. There is a small amount of evidence suggesting the possibility that the direction of tracking may be reversed, so that responses may generate negative dependencies, perhaps because of particular difficulty in stabilizing the criterion-which we may understand as the suppression of tracking when every resource must be recruited for stabilization. Although the negative response dependency shown by three subjects in Mailer's (1969) experiment (see Figure 9 ) did not reach significance, similar effects can sometimes be found in other data. For example, two of Sandusky's (1971) subjects showed a positive and two a negative response dependency. As we have seen, we cannot say whether the negative dependencies for the noise-only condition of Experiment 1 represent reversed tracking or normal stabilization. But there is no evidence from any source to suggest that stabilization can reverse its direction.
The theory suggested ways in which feedback information might be used, and the literature review has provided relevant evidence. We have seen that in detection and identification, the presence of feedback may cause stabilization to be suppressed, so that the longterm criterion (which takes account of the information, such as P(s), that feedback supplies) is weighted more highly. But stabilization suppression does not occur when a number of response categories must be used. In no case has evidence been found for selective stabilization. Tracking, however, can be modified in detail: Selective tracking may occur when feedback information can be used to improve it by invalidating those responses with which it conflicts. Feedback-based tracking may substitute entirely for response tracking when the latter is highly unreliable, and both response and feedback-based tracking may coexist. Selective tracking or feedback-based tracking may explain such varied effects as the detection criterion shifts seen when only signal (or noise) trials receive random feedback (Friedman et al., 1968) , the release of tracking in no-feedback conditions in absolute judgment, and the positive dependency on the previous stimulus (i.e., on the feedback) but not on the previous response in absolute judgment with extremely difficult or nonexistent stimuli (Ward & Lockhead, 1971 ). The transition from positive dependencies at short lags to negative dependencies at long lags seen in absolute judgment provides a demonstration of the conjoint operation of the different mechanisms, and the negligible or absent negative dependency in magnitude estimation is also explained by criterion-setting theory.
If it is correct that selective tracking can occur, but not selective stabilization, this has interesting implications. It suggests that stabilization may occur at an early level in a hierarchy of sensory processing at which it is susceptible to suppression by higher mechanisms, or alteration in its parameters, but not to step by step control, but that response and fed back information are made use of at a higher level in the hierarchy that is susceptible to modification on a trial-by-trial basis.
The problem of the maintenance of a criterion during periods when the appropriate stimulation does not occur was discussed. A latent stabilization strategy may explain this. Some support for this strategy is given by the observation that the data for Subject S5 in Experiment 1 were best fitted on the assumption that for him latent stabilization continued during the experiment.
Alternatives to the IT model were considered. A linear additive learning model can be rejected, but an additive learning model with exponential decay does appreciably better, although marginally not as well as the IT model. But it does provide a reasonable approximation to the latter. However, it does not account for the direct evidence of linear decay, and it is not evident that it could be elaborated in any simple way to handle possibilities such as the simultaneous operation of different strategies, including latent stabilization and response-based and feedback-based tracking, each with different decay rates.
If the IT model is valid, its implications for memory are of interest. The indicator traces record the implications for decision, not the occurrence, of past sensory inputs or responses. They decay, apparently linearly, at rates that may differ for different types of trace. These decay rates do not represent an unavoidable loss of information from the system but are parameters that weight the information provided by a past event by its current significance for decision and that it may be open to the system to modify.
Many points remain open that require further investigation. Criterion-setting theory may be of importance not only in relation to the features of sequential dependencies that we have discussed. Papers in preparation consider its application to a number of further problems in psychophysics (Treisman, 1983a (Treisman, , 1983b Treisman& Faulkner, 1983a , 1983b ).
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